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A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
B. HORNING, M.s.
Practising Physician,
OOLLEGEVILLE, P». -> Telephone In office. 
Office Honri nntll 9 a. m.
Y. WEBER, M. B.,
Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Fa. Office Honrs: Until 9 
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone’Phone No. 17.
E A. KRI SES, M. !».,NORRISTOWN, FA.
OFFICE ROOMS : THIRTY, THIRTY-TWO 
AND THIRTY-FOUR BOYER ARC &.DE.
Hours, 8 to  9 _  T e l e p h o n e s ,  Bell 718-d
j to 9  Keystone 807
7 to 8 Sundays, 1 to 2 only.
D K. 8. » . CORNISH,DENTIST,
OOLLEGEVILLE, FA.
Flrst-olasi Workmanship Guaranteed; Gas 
administered. Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 81. Bell ’■Phone, 27 Y.
D R. FRANK RRANDRETH, 
(Successor to Dr. Okas, Ryekman,)
DENTIST,




And Notary Public. No. 712 Croter Build­
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone.. /House No. 6*28. 
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.
JJARVEY L SHOMO,
A ttorney-at- Law ,
8S1 SWEDE STR EET, NORRISTOWN, PA. 
RESIDENCE—ROYERSFORD.
Both ’Phones,
H ERBERT C. MOORE,
A ttorney-at- Law ,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING, 
805 Swede St.. Norristown, Pa 
' Bell and Keystone ’Phones.
JOSEPH 8. KRATZ,
A ttorney-at- Law ,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 18th 





838 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA 
At residence, Limerick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 27.
p i W. SCHEUREN’S
SHAVING PARLOR,
COLLEGEYILLE, PA.
^  Second DoorAbove Railroad.





Bell ’Phone 23 z.
rjlHOMAS HALLMAN,
A ttorney-at- Law ,
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
At my residence, nezt door to National Bank, 
Collegeville. every evening. D26.
J  STROUD WEBER,
A ttorney-at- Law ,
No. 6 EAST AIRY ST., NORRISTOWN.
Can be consulted every evening at his resi­
d e n t  In Evansburg. Both’phones. 11-28
8. G. FINKB1NER,
Real E state and Insurance,
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY 
PUBLIC. ROYERSFORD, FA.
rOHN J . R A D C L IFF ,
Painter and Paper Hanger
MAIN STREET (near borough line) COL- 
LEGRVILLE, FA. Contracts taken and good 
work and material guaranteed. Full line wall 




Prompt and accurate in building construction. 




And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey 
Stone, ete. Estimates furnished. YVork con­
tracted at lowest prices. lloct
E DWARD DAVID,Painter and
JJAMIEL M. ANDER8,
Real Estate Bought, Sold 
and Exchanged.
INSURANCE EFFECTED.
Room 51, Boyer Arcade, P. O. Box 467, 
NORRISTOWN, PA.
FIRST-CLASS
Single and Double Heaters 
Ranges, Cook Stoves,
WICKLESS OIL HEATERS, RADI­
ATORS, AND FARMERS’ BOILERS
at the right prices, and good service guar­
anteed. No pains spared in my efforts to 
give all my patrons satisfaction.
F .  C .  P O L E Y ,
LIMERICK SQUARE, PA.
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A N ecessity.
“Twenty dollars for retrlmfnlng your 
hat!” exclaimed Mr. Madison. “But 
we agreed to spend nothing except for 
things that were positively needed.”
“W ell,’John, this Is. You see, my 
best friend has just had hers retrim-1 
med, and I have promised to go with 
her to the concert on Friday.”
“Oh, all righ t But I can’t  give yon 
more than fifjipen this morning, be­
cause I broke my meerschaum and 
must have It mended.”
“Can’t  you smoke your old brier- 
wood?”
“Certainly, dear. And yon can wear 
your old hat.”
“John, let’s begin to economize next 
month after we get things all straight­
ened o u t”
“All right.”—New York Herald.
Notice.In the Court of Common Pleas of Montgomery County, Pennsylvania.
On September 20, 1909, was presented 
the petition of Mary R. Quinn represent­
ing, inter alia, that she is the owner of, 
inter alia, a lot of land situate in the 
township of Lower Providence, Montgom­
ery county, Pennsylvania, containing 
seven acres and thirty-two perches of 
land, more or less, late the estate of Henry 
S. Kulp, deceased.
That Sylvanus Haight, a former owner 
of a large tr*;t of ground containing said 
premises executed twtr indentures of mort­
gage covering said large tract of ground 
as follows,‘to wit: One to Lydia Krieble 
dated March 26, 1840, acknowledged same 
day and recorded the same day in Mort­
gage Book No. 22, page 341, to secure the 
sum of one thousand dollars, and ope to 
Ann Lorimer dated March 26, 1840, ac­
knowledged the same day and recorded 
April 2, 1840, in Mortgage Book No. 22, 
page 365, to secure the sum of twenty-eight 
hundred dollars.
That William T. Martin, who also 
owned a large tract of ground described 
as two tracts which contained the said 
premises now owned by said Mary R. 
Quinn, executed a mortgage to Sylvanus 
Haight ou the 9th day of March, - A, D., 
1843, acknowledged same day, recorded 
same day in Mortgage Book No. 24, page 
261, to secure the sum of four hundred and 
eighty dollars.
That more than 21 years have elapsed 
since said mortgages became due and pay­
able and no payment of principal or in­
terest has been made or demanded within 
the period of 21 years.
That there is upon the margin of each 
of said mortgages an intended satisfaction 
thereof, but that each of said satisfactions 
is incomplete and invalid for the following 
reasons: The first mentioned above mort­
gage was assigned by Lydia Krieble to 
Joseph Crawford, but no proper assign­
ment appears of record and saidimortgage 
was by the executors of Joseph Crawford 
assigned to John R. Umstad, but no 
proper assignment appears of record to 
said John R. Umstad. The second above 
mentioned mortgage is satisfied on the 
margin of the record by the said Ann 
Lorimer but is not attested by the Re­
corder of Montgomery county. The third 
above mentioned mortgage was recited as 
assigned by Sylvanus Haight to Albert 
. Hriffensteiu, but no assignment of said 
mortgage between said parties appears of 
record.
That the presumption of payment of 
each of said mortgages has long since 
arisen from lapse of time.
Notice is hereby given to the said Ann 
Lorimer, Albert Helffenstein and John R. 
Umstad, the said mortgagee and assignees 
and to Lydia Krieble, Joseph Crawford, 
Sylvanus Haight, ana Abraham Brower 
and John Shearer, executors of Joseph 
Crawford, former owners of said mort­
gages and recited assignors thereof or 
their heirs or legal representatives to ap­
pear in said Court ou Monday, November 
1, 1909, a t 10 o’clock a. m., to show cause, 
if any or all of them have, why the mort­
gages above mentioned should not be sat­
isfied of record by order of said Court.
By the Court.
CHAUNCEY J. BUCKLEY, Sheriff. 
E. L. Hallman, Thos. Hallman,
Attorneys for Petitioner. 
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., Sep­
tember 21, 1909. - 9-30.
Paper-H anger,
OOLLEGEVILLE, FA. 49* Samples of paper 
always on hand.
To Multiply by Division.
Everybody knows that learning the 
tens in the multiplication table is as 
easy as “pie” and that the fives are 
not much harder; but, slight as is the 
mental effort required in multiplying 
any number by five. It may be lessened 
still more by discarding the multiplier 
entirely and substituting a divisor in­
stead. This may sound paradoxical, 
but by experimenting you will find 
that dividing by two will bring the 
same result as multiplying -by five, 
provided you add a cipher to the quo­
tient if the dividend be an even num­
ber or five If it be odd. For Instance, 
if you multiply 2,734 by five the prod­
uct Is 13,670. What Is still easier, di­
vide 2,734 by two, which Is done al­
most instantaneously; then tack on 
yonr 0 and you have 13,670.
Separate and Together.
First Seaman—I say, Bill, wot’s this 
card?
Second Seaman—That’s the saloon 
passengers’ menu, of course.
“But wot does It mean?”
“Oh, it’s a list of all the things they 
have for dinner—soup and fish and veg­
etables and meat. That’s the differ­
ence between the saloon and the fore­
castle; they get them all separately 
and call it a menu. In the forecastle 
we • g^t them altogether and call it 
Irish stew.”—London Answers.
True Tate.
“My daughter gave us an awful 
scare the other day,” said a caller last 
night. “She went away for a visit in 
New York. And she sent a telegram 
from Buffalo, her first stop. My wife 
was afraid to open it. We had visions 
of train wrecks, sudden1 illness and all 
sorts of things. And what do you 
think the message said? This:
“ ‘I forgot to tell you—don’t  eat up 
all the strawberry jam while I’m 
gone.' ”—Cleveland Leader.
As It Happens.
Bobble—Papa, when a foreign count 
gets engaged to an American girl. Is 
she his fiancee? Robert—That Is a mat­
ter of opinion, son. Usually she Is his 
financier.—New York Press.
No t i c e .In the Court of Common Pleas of Montgomery county, Pennsylvania. Nq. 
28, October Term, 1909.
Notice is  hereby given to William 
Thomas or his heirs or legal representa­
tives that Mary R. Quinn did on the 20th 
day of September, A. D., 1909, present to 
the above stated court her petition set­
ting forth that she is the owner in fee of a 
part of the premises hereinafter described. 
That on October 19,1800, Jean Magdeleine, 
Basher DeBosgelly and wife executed and 
delivered to Edward Pigott a deed for all 
that certain messuage or tenement, plan­
tation and tract of land situate and being 
in Providence township, beginning at a 
stone set lor a corner of land of Benjamin 
Rittenhouse, Esq., and the line of Henry 
Tandy’s land; thence by the said Benja­
min Rittenhouse’s land north forty-twcfc 
and a half degrees forty-nine perches to a 
stone; thence by the same south thirty- 
three degrees and a half thirty-eight and 
two-tenths perches to a stone on the 
township line road leading to Schuylkill; 
thence by the same north forty-two and a 
half degrees east two and one-half perches 
to a stone; thence by the said Benjamin 
Rittenhouse’s land north thirty-three and 
a half degrees west thirty-eight and two- 
tenths perches to a stone; thence by the 
same north forty-two and a half degrees 
east sixty-seven and four-tenths perches 
to a stone; thence by land of John Baker 
and others north forty-eight degrees forty- 
five minutes west one hundred sixty-seven 
and nine-tenths perches to a stake and 
heap of stones; thence by land late of 
Christopher Zimmerman now of Francis 
Wade south forty-three degrees thirty 
minutes west one hundred and eleven 
perches to a black oak; thence by land of 
Henry Taney south forty-six degrees 
thirty minutes east one hundred seventy- 
six and six-tenths perches to the place of 
heginniug, containing one hundred and 
twenty acres one buhdred and eight perches 
of land, more or less. Said deed being re­
corded in Deed Book No. 15, page 441.
That said psemises were recited in said 
deed to have been sold under and subject 
to the payment of the sum of ten hundred 
and sixty-six silver dollars of the United 
States and sixty-seven cents mortgage 
money due and payable to William 
Thomas of Providence township, miller, 
on the sixth day of November, 1801, to­
gether with lawful interest thereon, &d.
That no such mortgage appears of 
record.
That no payment has been made on ac­
count of principal or interest for upwards 
of twenty-one years.
Notice, is therefore given to William 
Thomas or his heirs or legal representa­
tives to appear in said court on or before 
the firsts Monday of November, A. D. 
1909, and answer the petition aforesaid 
and show cause, if any they have, why 
satisfaction and discharge of said recited, 
charge should not he entered upon the 
record by the Recorder of Deeds under di­
rection of the above court so that said 
satisfaction so entered shall forever dis­
charge, defeat and release the said recited 
charge and mortgage therein recited ac­
cording to the acts of assembly in such 
case made and provided.
CHAUNCEY J. BUCKLEY, Sheriff. 
E. L. Hallman and Thos. Hallman, 
Attorneys for Petitioner. 
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., Sep­
tember 21, 1909. 9-30.
—Some strenuous advocates of 
irrigation belong to the “dry ” party.
THINGS WE THINK-THINGS 
OTHERS THINK
AND W HAT W E T H IN K  O F TH E 
TH IN G S OTHERS T H IN K .
BY ELBERT BEDE.
9---------------------------------- :-------- e
—The world owes us all a living— 
but some are better collectors than 
others.
—Good luck seems to stumble 
right onto the hustler.
—A flirt seldom enjoys the bless­
ings of true love”.
—The man who boasts of the things 
he can do seldom does them.
—No one has yet complained about 
leaving talk on the free list.
—The makings of a cigarette are 
often the unmaking of the user.
—They say, “A fool for luck.” 
Anyway, only a fool will wait for 
luck.
—The banquet habit is the making 
of the head and the ruination of the 
stomach.
.—If directoire gowns ever become 
popular there will be no further need 
to worry about the rubber supply.
—A man’s vocabulary is usually 
much more complete with endearing 
terms before marriage than after­
wards.
—I t’s peculiar how so many pris­
oners escape by jumping through 
the windows of the moving trains. 
Most people find a knowledge of 
acrobatics mighty useful in alight­
ing unhurt from a train when it 
stops.
—Even money is going back to 
work.
—When money talks it usually 
gets an encore.
—The bustle trust is the latest. 
Get thee behind us.
—Some congressmen have revised 
their tariff views.
—A sucker is born every second— 
and most of ’em are twins.
—A self-made man can’t kick on 
the material used in his make-up.
—The man with music on his soul 
seldom worries about the staff of 
life
—After winning a girl’s whole 
heart a man hadn’t ought to make 
half-hearted love.
—A swelled head is a hard case 
to treat as there is usually nothing 
inside to work on.
—Love letters are generally filled 
with silly nothings, but they have 
a cash value in court.
—The only side of the money 
question we hear is the one the 
Goddness of Liberty is on. The 
other side don’t talk.
—The Duchess of Marlborough, 
who was Consuelo Vanderbilt, has 
finally agreed to keep the duke’s 
meal ticket in repair.
—Now we hear there is to be a 
combination of the tobacco and paper 
trust. Tobacco and paper makes a 
bad combination.
—The days become a second longer 
in every 460,000 years—but the 
flight of time is so rapid that few 
would have noticed this fact if it had 
not been called to their attention.
—A scientist tell us that metals 
get tired—but who fever saw a lazy 
man on his mettle.
—Tom L. Johnson presents the 
spectacle of the honest official get­
ting poor in office.
—You can not be a pioneer in any 
movement if you wait to climb on 
tbe band wagon.
—There has to be a nigger in the 
woodpile to give color to some of the 
stories we hear.
—Those foreigners who prate 
about the impetuous haste of Ameri 
cans might have occasion to revise 
their opinions if placed in the posi 
tion of tbe country newspaper man 
trying to collect his subscriptions
sweet and you need not worry about 
the utterances of your mouth. *
—In the days of long ago we used 
to have inflammation of the bowels 
and murder. Nowadays we have 
appendicitis and “furor transitor- 
ious.” The world do move.
—The mother who does not teach 
her daughter to do housework is not 
doing justice by her daughter nor 
her future son-in-law.
—There is a big difference in the 
way different people say the same 
thing.
—The fellow who writes those 
“Reflections of a Bachelor” talks 
like a married man.
APPLE LEAF RUST.
A box, containing fruit and leaves 
taken from an apples tree, of Sum­
mer Ram bo variety, was sent from 
Perry county, to Professor H. A. 
Surface, State Zoologist, Harrisburg, 
for an explanation as to the cause of 
the red rust with which both fruit 
and leaves were covered. Professor 
Surface wrote in reply: “ I have 
received and examined the apple 
leaves which you sent to us, and 
find these leaves infected by Apple 
Leaf Rust. This disease, in order 
to come to perfection, must live part 
of the year on one kind of plant and 
part pf the time on another. The 
red cedar, which is one species of 
juniper, is known as the alternating 
host. Thus, if the red cedar trees 
be cut down in your neighborhood, 
it will help to suppress this pest. 
It sounds at first like nonsense, to 
say that the destruction of red cedar 
trees will bfelp to prevent apple pests; 
but this particular fungus disease, 
known as Rust or ‘Red Rust of the 
Apple,’ cannot exist throughout the 
year without having a season in 
which it lives on the red cedar in 
the form of a little brown or dark 
ball often seen thereon, and com­
monly called ‘cedar apples. ’ Dur­
ing a favorable time in summer, 
little long filament come out of these 
cedar balls, or apples, and produce 
a dust, which consists really of great 
numbers of spores or microscopical 
seeds. These are carried by the 
wind to the leaves and fruit of the 
apple trees, where they penetrate 
the tissue and cause the disease you 
have seen. Spraying apple trees 
with Bordeaux mixture would also 
be found efficient in preventing this 
disease and preserving the health 
of leaf and fruit. ”
graphy transmission station. The 
apparatus consists of a pendulum 
swinging sixty times a minute and 
a cog-wheel which revolves one cog 
with each swing. When sixty cogs 
have passed the pendulum and one 
minute has elapsed, the wireless 
impulses are set in motion by the 
transmission instruments. All clocks 
to be synchronized are fitted with 
a receiving apparatus and consist 
only of a dial, handsanda cog-wheel 
attachment, with electro-magnets, 
which, worked by the impulses from 
the transmission station, move 
around tbe hands of all clocks fitted 
with the apparatus in exact synch­
rony. An ingenious device prevents 
foreign electrical impulses interfer­
ing with the working.
RADIUM IN SEA WATER., 
Some fresh determinations of the 
account. of radium present in sea 
water have been made with speci­
mens taken from the Atlantic at 
various places. All possible pre­
cautions were taken to eliminate 
error, and the mean result for the 
six samples was 9xl0-16th grammes 
per gramme of sea water. This is 
only about one-sevnteenth of the 
value (1.6x10 14tb)obtained by Joly, 
but agrees fairly well with the value 
6xl0-16tb previously obtained by 
Mr. A. S. Eve. It is also shown 
that, when testing for the quantity 
of radium emanation present in a 
given solution, about equal accuracy 
is obtained by collecting the ema­
nation over water or over mercury.
COMPARATIVE GEOLOGICAL 
TIME.
A note in Knowledge calls atten­
tion to an estimate of comparative 
geological time made by Dr. H. 
Schmidt, of Jena. Assuming that 
the whole of geological time is com­
prised in 100 million years, then it 
is estimated that 52 million, or more 
than half would be required for the 
pre-Cambrian times. Tbe rocks 
comprised in this archeozoic period 
are mostly unfossiliferous, but this 
is attributed by some to the imper­
fection of the record rather than to 
absence of life during the making of 
the rocks. For the laying down of 
the Paleozoic strata (Cambrian to 
Premian) rather more than a third 
(34,000,000 years) would be re­
quired. For the Tertiary and recent 
rocks only 3,000,000 years are 
allowed.
VERY INTERESTING DISCOVERY.
A discovery of great interest has 
been made hot long ■ since at Pom­
peii, where the excavation work 
is being steadily carried on. Under 
tbe ash deposits there was found an 
extensive villa of a handsome con­
struction and ornamented with very 
fine frescoes. The villa contains 
statues and other works of sculp­
ture both Greek and Roman, besides 
very rich furniture which is well 
ornamented and also many vases of 
different kinds. There were also 
found coffers filled with gold and 
silver money. In the basement are 
great amphorae which were used for 
storage purposes, and in the triclin­
ium tbe tables were prepared for 
a banquet of thirty persons. An 
abundance of silverware is one of 
the features of the discovery, and 
it is said to be equal in weight and 
artistic character to the silverware 
discovered in the villa of Boscoreale 
and now possessed by the Louvre. 
Some of the silver pieces seem to 
have been taken out at a previous 
epoch, for there are traces of 
clandestine search which was made 
at a former date.
SYNCHRONOUS CLOCKS.
The ElecktrotechuiscbeZeitschrift 
of Berlin devoted an article to an 
ingenious invention by Professor 
Reithofer and the Viennese clock- 
make Morawetz, whereby clocks 
within a radius of 100 or 125 miles 
may be worked synchronously by 
means of wireless electric impulses 
from a central station. The station
LIFE IN AN OASIS.
The opening of a railroad from a 
point near Luxor into the Libyan 
desrt has rendered easy the ap­
proach to the oasis of Khargeh, 
which is regarded as a typical ex­
ample. of these isolated centers of 
life. For three years just past H. 
J. L. Beadnell has resided in this, 
oasis, studying the phenomena of 
springs, moving sands, wells, and 
so forth. The Libyan oasis are 
deep depressions in a lofty plateau, 
which has a maximum elevation of 
nearly 2000 feet, but the bottoms of 
the oases are only from 100 to 300 
feet above sea-level. They are un­
derlain by beds of sandstone which 
are the sources of the water supply. 
Artesian wells 400 feet deep form 
practically inexhaustible means of 
irrgiation, and such deep wells 
have been used from aDcient times. 
The depressions were once the 
beds of lakes, and the water in the 
sandstone probably has its sources 
in the Abyssinian highlands.
CHINA’S AWAKENING.
Further evidence of China’s 
awakening is furnished in a con­
tract awarded by the Chinese Gov­
ernment to supply a complete com­
mon battery telephone plant for the 
city of Pekin. Heretofore almost 
nothing in the way of telephone 
development has been accomplished 
in China, there having been tele­
phones in only a few of the cities, 
and these largely in the foreign 
quarters. The contract just closed 
covers a complete telephone plant of 
the most modern type for two com­
plete exchanges and amounts to 
about $150,000.
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CHURCH SERVICES.
St. James’ Church, Lower Providence, Kev. 
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and 
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.46 p. m. Eve­
ning service and sermon, 3. Holy Com­
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are 
cordially invited and welcome.
- Trinity Reformed Church, Oollegeville, Rev. 
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services n$xt Sun­
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior 
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and Senior U. 
E. at 7 p. m.
St. Paul’s Memorial Church, near-Oaks Sta­
tion, Rev. G-. W. Barnes, Rector. Sunday 
Services—10.30 a. m 3.30 p. m. Sunday School 
—2.15 p. m. Yested choir. Free sittings. 
Cordial welcome. The Rector residing in the 
parish, will be pleased to receive calls for visi­
tations or ministrations. Address Oaks P. O.
Evansburg M. E. Church.—Sunday School at 
9.45 a. m. Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev. 
S L. Messinger, D.D., pastor. Sunday School 
at 9a . m.  Preaching at 10 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. 
Junior Endeavor prayer meeting at 2 p. m. 
Y. P. S. O. E. prayer meeting at 6,46 p . m. 
Bible study meeting on Wednesday evening 
at 7.30 o’clock. All are most cordially invited to 
attend the services.
United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit, 
Rev. G-eo. R. Riffert, pastor. Trappe—Preach­
ing at 2.80 p. m.; Sunday School at 1.30 p. m.; 
prayer meeting at 10 a. m. Limerick—Preach­
ing at 10 a. m.; Sunday School at 9 a. m.; 
C. E. at 7.30 p. m .
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila­
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun­
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown: 
7.45,11.02 a. m., 2.27, 6.05 p. m. Sundays—3.30 
a. m., 7.39 p. m.
Home and Abroad.
—The trees of forest and field,
—Robed in autumnal tints,
- —Reflect much beaflty ’neath 
—The rays of light 
—From an October sun 
—In,-,a cloudless sky!
—The mushroom crop in pasture 
fields is unusually large, this season,
—And many persons are taking 
advantage of the opportunity.
—To procure the diet of an Epi­
curean at the cost of only a little 
effort.
■*—Thedrought? How much longer?
—Supervisor Joseph Stierly has 
caused the road from Trappe to 
Royersfbrd to be much improved 
with a covering of gravel.
—“Things we Think” and other 
good reading matter; page one.
—The poor man has one advant­
age— his wife never threatens to 
swapbim for alimony.—Dallas News.
—Lewis De Turck, of Birdsboro, 
tried to stop a hot liner in a baseball 
game, and had several bones in his 
right hand broken.
Jack—“ Why is she so crazy 
about bridge?” Maud—“Because 
she loves to hold hands. ’’—New York 
Evening Telegram.
-■—Twenty-one tuberculosis pa­
tients are receiving free treatment 
at the State dispensary in Pottstown.
—The weightof years never bears 
heavily on one whose .heart is light. 
—Flordia Times-Uniou.
—Housekeepers who last year 
bought pork because it was the 
cheapest meat have to pay three to 
five cents a pound more for it now.
—Nine lunch cars will be run next 
Saturday with the excursion to 
Gettysburg for the benefit of the 
Topton Lutheran Orphans’ Home.
—William Harrison Kreitz, a civil 
war veteran, 70 years old, of Lower 
Heidelberg, married his house­
keeper, Miss Alice Deysher, 38 
years old.
—A circular saw cut off three 
fingers for John W. Hague, of Read­
ing, and it is feared that blood poi­
soning will necessitate the amputa­
tion of the whole hand.
—Three additional squares of 
double track are being laid on the 
Main street of Norristown by the 
Schuylkill Valley Traction Company.
—When a Norristown juryman 
get his pay it will be short the 
amount of taxes he owes the county 
as the delinquent collector, James 
Bond, field an attachment against 
him.
Its a Top Noteh Doer,
Great deeds compel regard. The world 
crowns Its doers. That’s why the American 
people have crowned Dr. KIdr’s New Dis 
covery the King of Throat and Lung reme­
dies Every atom Is a health force. It kills 
gei ms, and colds and la grippe vanish It 
hea'.s congh-racked membranes and cough 
lng stops. Sore, inflamed bronchial tubes 
and lungs are cured and hemorrhages cease. 
Dr. Geo. More, Black Jack, N. O,, writes : 
It cured me of lung trouble, pronounced 
hopeless by all doctor...’' 50c and $1.00. 
Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by J. W Cul- 
bert, druggist, Colleeeville, and by M T 
Hunstcker, Ironbridge.
Literary Society Meeting.
The Silver Link Literary Society 
of Ironbridge will hold their first 
meeting for the season this Thurs­
day evening. An interesting pro­
gram will be rendered. All are 
.welcome.
Jury Refuses New Road,
The jury appointed to view a pro­
posed new road between upper 
Trappe and Graterford, a distance 
of about 6,000 feet, refused to grant 
the same. Damages amounting to 
$3400 were asked.
The Sick.
At this writing the condition of 
the typhoid fever patients in this 
borough is hopeful and encouraging. 
All show some indications of con- 
valesence except Miss Mary Klaus- 
felder, though her condition is not 
regarded as critical.
A Social.
The Senior Christian Endeavor 
Society of Trinity Reformed church 
will bold a social in the Sunday 
school room of the church next 
Tuesday evenipg, October 12. All 
members and friends of the Society 
are invited to be present. Come 
and have a pleasant evening.
Taken Suddenly III.
On Wednesday morning of this 
week Charles H. Tyson, of Trappe, 
was overcome with illness while in 
the act of stepping from his milk 
wagon at the railroad station, this 
borough. Dr. Horning was sum­
moned and came with bis auto and 
conveyed Mr. Tyson home. It is 
hoped that his condition is not 
critical.
Light Sentence.
For holding up a camping party 
along the Perkiomen creek last 
summer Thomas Kennedy, of Read- 
ing, was sent to the penitentiary 
for 18 months by Judge Swartz, in 
Criminal Courtat Norristown, Tues­
day. ' The Judge expressed regret 
that the penalty could not be made 
greater. Kennedy made off with 
$20, a revolver and a bunch of keys 
belonging to Kenneth Stauffer.
Philadelphia Senator Buys Country 
Home.
State Senator Edwin H. Vare, of 
Philadelphia, has completed arrange­
ments, it is said, for the purchase of 
the magnificent Bergner estate in 
Ambler. The property cost the late 
Charles Bergner $450,000, when he 
bought it several years ago. For 
years the estate has been one of the 
show places around Philadelphia. 
It comprises nearly seventy acres, 
finely laid out in lawn and with trees 
and shrubbery. There is a fine 
stone mansion on the place and 
many outbuildings.
County Home Affairs.
The regular meeting of the direc­
tors of the County Home was held 
Thursday and routine business was 
transacted, At present there are 
two hundred and one inmates in the 
home. Of that number 143 are 
males and 58 females. During the 
month twelve were discharged and 
twenty were admitted. Twenty- 
one tramps Were assisted. The 
stock on the farm at present in­
cludes ten horses, fifty-one cows, 
sixty-seven pigs, one hundred and 
seventy-five shoats, forty turkeys. 
During the past mouth 674 pounds 
of butter were made. Of that 
amount 400£ pounds were sold and 
273J pounds consutned.
M edicines M ust be Stamped.
All druggists in the State, for their 
own protection, will be obliged by 
law to stamp all patent medicines 
now in their stores, “On hand 
October 1, 1909.” This law went 
into effect Saturday. Owing to the 
penalties imposed for the display or 
saleof patent medicines not properly 
labeled with the proportion of alco­
hol, cocaine and other poisons, the 
druggists are required to stamp all 
goods that were on hand October 1. 
All medicines in the future must be 
properly labeled, in accordance with 
the requirements of the new laws. 
In case, however, a package of medi­
cine has been in store for some time 
the stamp to that effect will exempt 
the druggist from the penalties im­
posed under the law.
How’s This?
We efler One Hundred Dollars Reward for 
any case of Catarrb that cannot be cured 
by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. 
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him 
perfectly honorable in all business trans­
actions and financially able to carry out any 
obligation made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hairs Catarrh Cure is taken internally, 
acting directly upon the blood and mucous 
surfaces of the system. Price 75c. per bot­
tle. Sold by all druggists. Testimonials free.
Take Half’s Family Pills for constipation.
Railroad Bridges.
Nearly half of the mansoo work 
has been completed for the 18 iron 
bridges that will replace the pre­
sent wooden structures on the 
Perkiomen Railroad.
I. O. O. F. Installation.
Next Saturday evening, October 
9, Samuel F. Bair, of Pottstown, 
District Deputy Grand Master, will 
install the officers of Economy 
Lodge, this borough.
October Criminal Court.
The October sessions of Criminal 
Court began at Norristown Monday 
morning. There are three Judges 
serving so that as many as passible 
of the cases listed for trial may be 
disposed of.
New U shers for Trinity Church.
To take the place of the ushers at 
Trinity Reformed church, this bor­
ough, who have resigned, Carl 
Bechtel, Robert Bordner, Harry 
Bartman, George Barrett andNevin 
Renninger have been selected.
Horn-Tailed Snake.
J. A. Sheffer, a veterinary sur­
geon, of StQverstowD, York county, 
has sent to Prof. H. A. Surface, of 
Harrisburg, the points of three 
horned-tailed snakes and he will 
claim the reward of $50 offered by 
the department for a reptile of the 
horned-tailed species.
B usiness Places (fobbed.
Three business places were robbed 
in Norristown, Saturday night. The 
thieves secured considerable money. 
Among the places looted were the 
drug store of A. N. Heafle and real 
estate office of Gotwals & Beyer, 
where nearly $200 was secured. 
Six hundred pounds of brass was 
taken from Andrew Furlong.
Trolley C ar C rushes Foot. 
Thomas Murphy, of Orange, N. J., 
passenger on a Schuylkill Valley 
Traction car, moving west on Fay­
ette street, at Fourth avenue Con- 
sbohocken, Saturday afternoon, had 
his right leg so badly mangled, 
trying to alight from the front end 
of a trolley car as to necessitate am­
putation of the limb, later, at Charity 
Hospital.
Silver Wedding.
The 25th wedding anniversary of 
Mr. and Mrs. Warren S. Decker, 
221 East Penn street, Norristown 
was celebrated Sunday. Four gen 
erations were represented at the 
gathering, the youngest scion of the 
family being Lin wood R. Decker and 
the oldest Mi’s. J. L. Stetler, of 
Areola, aged 82.' The happy couple 
were presented with a silver tea set, 
the gift of their children and grand­
children.
Bedfellow a Corpse.
Morris Mansfield, aged 60 years, 
a gardener at Haverford, was found 
dead in bed on Sunday morning at 
his boarding place in Ardmore, 
having succumbed to an attack of 
heart disease. Michael Burns, his 
roommate made the discovery that 
death bad invaded the place when 
he arose Sundaymoroing and Mans­
field failed to respond to his remark 
that it was time to awake. Finding 
the body already cold, Burns real­
ized that be had been sleeping for 
several hours beside a corpse.
Five H orses Perish in Flames.
The large barn of Charles A. Cox, 
near West Point, was destroyed by 
fire on Saturday evening. Five 
horses, a cow and a calf perished in 
the flames. The fire was discovered 
shortly after seven o’clock by a resi­
dent of the neighborhood. There 
was no one about the farm at the 
time as .the tenant and his wife had 
driven to Norristown earlier in the 
evening. Neighbors responded and 
several pieces of machinery were 
saved. An effort was made to save 
the live stock, but the flames had 
gained such a  headway that the 
volunteer firemen could not get near 
the part of the barn where the ani­
mals were kept.
Honey Gomes in Bnnehes
to A. A. Chisholm, of Treadwell, N. Y., now. 
His reason is well worth reading : “For a 
long time I suffered from indigestion, torpid 
liver, constipation, nervousness, and general 
debility,” he writes. “ I couldn’t sleep, had 
no "appetite, nor ambition, grew weaker 
every day in spite of all medical treatment. 
1 hen used Electric Bitters. Twelve bottles 
restored all my old time health and vigor. 
Now I can attend to business every day. It’s 
a wonderful medicine.” Infallible for 
Stomach, Liver, Kidneys, Blood and Nerves. 
50c., at J. W. Culqert’s drug store, College­
ville, and at M T Hunslcker’s t tore. Iron- 
bridge.
Invitation to Annual Opening.
The ladies of this vicinity are in­
vited to the auDual opening,of 
Ladies’ and Misses’ Suits and Coats 
at Brendlingers’, Norristown, on 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 
October 7, 8 and 9. Newest silks, 
dress goods,* embroideries and 
gloves will be shown at the same 
time. The store, as usual, will be 
decorated for your reception. Ask 
to see this store’s $1 kid gloves for 
ladies. These gloves are unequaled.
More Fiah for the Perkiomen.
Last week the East Greenville Rod 
and Gun Protective Association 
stocked Hancock’s dam and the Per- 
kfomen creek, near Palm, with nine­
teen cans of fish, the cans containing 
2000 channel catfish, four to eight 
inches in length, 400 small mouthed 
bass, fourtosix inches long, and400 
blue gilledsunfish, which will, when 
full grown, weigh two pounds. The 
catfish and sunfish were placed in 
the dam while the bass were put in 
the Perkiomen creek.
One of Fifty W inners.
H. D. Sterner, assistant to Post­
master J. W. Culbert, this borough, 
is one of the fifty winners of the In­
quirer World’s Series Coupon Con­
test, arid will therefore be one of 
the guests of the Inquirer between 
Pittsburg and Detroit until the con­
flict between the Pirates and the 
Tigers for the world’s base ball 
championship is finished. Mr. 
Sterner will leave Philadelphia for 
Pittsbtirg this (Thursday) evening 
to enjoy his well-earned trip.
Oisd In His 89th Year.
Joseph T. Miller, of Sanatoga, 
died Friday evening at 7.30 o’clock, 
at the residence of his son-in law, 
County Commissioner Montgomery 
Christman, with whom he resided. 
Mr. Miller reached the advance age 
of 88 years, 8 months and 2 days. 
He died of general debility and had 
been confined to his room for the 
past several weeks. Funeral this 
Thursday at the bouse at 9.30.. 
Further services and interment at 
Limerick Center; undertaker F. W. 
Shaikop in charge.
Relatives Rem em bered.
The will of Maria Bean, late of 
Norristown, was admitted to probate 
last week,. One of the executors is 
to get her desk; Linda Robison, of 
Collegeville, gold watch; Katie Stiles, 
■gold breast pin; Elizabeth Stiles, 
uncle’s portrait; Richard Stiles, 
hammer; Dr. Matthias Y. Weber, 
Evansburg, silver knives and forks; 
Mrs. Annie Shupe, of Norristown, 
rocking chair; Montgomery Trust 
Company, $250, the interest to be 
used for upkeep of family graves, 
in Lower MennoniteChurchof Skip- 
pack.
Educating Nurses. 
Philadelphia, the City of Brotherly 
Love, has an exhibition of practical 
benevolence in the work of the Phila­
delphia School for Nurses which is 
of surpassing interest to every one 
interested in care of the sick, the 
education of nursesand the promotion 
of public health and sanitation. The 
annual report showed that during 
the past year, ten thousand, two 
hundred and seventy-five patients 
were supplied with nurses, who 
otherwise could not have secured 
skilled nursing care. Four-fifths of 
this service was rendered gratuit­
ously, It was shown also that in 
teachingfacilities, available workers 
and number of students, the School 
ranks as the largest school for nurses 
in the world. A large number of 
free Two Year scholarships are 
available to young women living 
throughout the entire country, pre­
ference being given to those from 
the small towns and cijies, and the 
rural districts. These scholarships 
include room, board,' laundering, 
uniforms, all necessary instruction, 
and railroad fare paid to the student’s 
home town upon the completion of 
the Course. A preparatory Home 
Study Course and a Short Resident 
Course are also available to those 
whp desire to quickly prepare them­
selves for self-support, but are un­
able to devote two years tq study. 
Any reader of this paper who may 
be interested in the general subject 
can, by addressing the School at 
2219 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, 
Pa., get full details of the work, and 
the scholarships now available.
Frightful Fate Averted.
“ I would have been a cripple Tor life from 
a terrible cut on my knes cap,” writes Frank 
Disberry, Mellther, Minn., “ without Buck- 
len’s Arnica Salve, which soon cured me.” 
Infallible for wounds, cuts and bruises, it 
soon cures Burns, Scalds, Old Sores, Boils. 
Skin Eruptions. World’s best for Piles. 25 
cents at J. W. Culbert’s drug store, Callege 
ville, and at M. T. Hunsicker’s store, Iron- 
bridge..
PERSONAL.
Master Walter Kauffman was 
slightly injured Saturday when he 
fell from the grandstand atPark and 
Fourth avenues.
Dorothy Gristock is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Miller, of 
Philadelphia, were the Sunday 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Bortz. 
r Mr. Charles Levengood has been 
suffering severely with rheumatism 
for some time and has been con­
fined to his home.
Mrs. J. W. Culbert left town on 
Saturday for Danville, Pa., to at­
tend the funeral of her brother’s 
wife.
Football.
Ursiuus’ football team wasdefeated 
last Wednesday by the University 
of Pennsylvania, 22 to 0. The local 
college team was, of course, practi­
cally out-classed when playing with 
one of the strongest elevens in the 
country, though the Ursinus war­
riors made Penn fight bard. Three 
of the touchdowns were the results 
of disastrous fumbles and thus the 
score is a poor criterion of the merits 
of the two teams. On Saturday 
Ursinus plays Lehigh at South Beth­
lehem. This is regarded as one of 
the most important games on Ursinus 
schedule. It is expected that 'many 
of the students and residents of this 
place will accompany the team to 
South Bethlehem.
Receivers Appointed for Stove . 
Works.
The Yeager-Hunter Spring City 
Stove Works made application to 
court for the appointment of re­
ceivers upon the petition of Jesse
G. Yeager, the mortgagee of the 
plant, for $42,500. All the stock­
holders and 90 per cent, of the 
creditors joined in the petition. 
The mortgage is one of the largest 
items of the liabilities of the com­
pany. The receivers appointed are
H. E. Campbell, of Royersford, 
president of the Grander Stove 
Company, and E. L. Garber, of 
Lititz, president of the defunct com 
pany. A bond of $40,000 was given 
by the receivers. The plant will 
be temporarily shut down until an 
inventory of the actual liabilities 
aod assets is secured.
W. C. T. U. Convention.
The twenty-third annual conven­
tion of Montgomery County W. C. 
T. U., held at Willow Grove last 
Thursday, brought out a good at­
tendance. lie ports of department 
work, speeches and music held the 
close attention of those present. 
County President, Mrs. Oberholtzer, 
opened the convention at 10.30. 
Mrs. J. Dyer Moyer, of Willow 
Grove, gave an excellent address of 
welcome, to which Mrs. Oberholtzer 
responded. In her response she 
gave an account of the white-ribbon 
movement in England, Scotland and 
Wales, Countries she had visited 
while abroad, and from which she 
had just returned. She also spoke 
of the quaint and enthusiastic re­
ception given her by the ladies of the 
various unions of those countries. 
The secretary reported the present 
membership of the county to be 411. 
The financial condition of the county 
union was reported to be in good 
shape with a balance of $106.57 in 
the treasury. Fifteen essays we,re 
written in the county in the public 
schools for the temperance essay 
work. The election of officers re­
sulted in re-electing Mrs. S. L. 
Oberholtzer, president; Miss Mar-, 
garet Whitechurch, vice president; 
Miss Elizabeth ' Huston, recording 
secretary; Miss Sara Harley, cor­
responding secretary; and Mrs. 
Wm. D. Heebner, treasurer. Eight 
delegates were elected to attend the 
State W.  C. T. U. con vention, to be 
held in Witherspoon Hall in Phila­
delphia,October8-12. The ladies of 
the entertaining union, which was 
organized one year ago with four 
members, and which now has fifty- 
six, had made elaborate prepara­
tions for the entertainment of their 
guests. The auditorium was very 
prettily decorated in white festoon­
ing, with the national colors inter­
mixed. There were also potted 
plants and vases of flowers. At 
both noon and evening an abundant 
and appetizing luncheon was served 
in the basement. The evening ad­
dress by Rev. H. W. Tope, D. D., 
of Philadelphia, was listened to 
with attention- by a good audience 
as he gave a spirited talk on Local 
Option, and how to secure it. Rev.
W. S. Dawson, pastor, led in prayer,1' 
and Rev. E. H. Dickerson, rector of 
St. Anne’s Episcopal chapel, Wil­
low Grove, gave the Scripture 
lesson.
50th Anniversary of Pastorate.
Historic old St. Peter’s Lutheran 
church, of Hilltown, recently cele­
brated the 50th anniversary of Rev. 
Berkemeyer’s pastorate in Bucks 
county. This church, originally 
built in 1804, stands on a ridge, and 
on clear winter nights the lights in 
tbte sanctuary may be seen from 
Doylestown, nine miles away. St. 
Peter’s has had but six pastors in 
105 years of life, and the church is 
widely celebrated for its music.
DEATHS.
Elizabeth, widow of tbe-lateLewis 
Cassel, died Saturday at her resi­
dence on Kohn street, Norristown, 
aged 66 years. Three children sur­
vive—Mrs. Lidie Grow and MisS 
Marne at home, and William, of 
Bridgeport. Funeral on Wednes­
day at 2.30 p. m. Interment in 
Riverside cemetery; undertaker J. 
L. Bechtel in charge.
Catharine A., wife of Frank 
Emery, of near Trappe, died Fri­
day, at the age of 46. The husband 
and four sons survive. The funeral 
was held on Wednesday at 2 p. m. 
Interment at the Mingo Dunkard 
cemetery; undertaker F. W.Shaikop 
in charge.
Herman Weidenbaugh died Thurs­
day at the residence of his son-in- 
law John Robison, Wilmington, Del­
aware, aged 84 years. Three child­
ren survive—Herman, of Fairview 
Village; Jacob, of Limerick; and 
Mrs. Robison. The funeral was held 
on Monday, services in the Luth­
eran church, Trappe, at 11 a. m.; 
undertaker J. L. Bechtel in charge.
Jacob Keeley, aged 76, died sud­
denly on Saturday while unloading 
stone at a crusher near his home at 
Neifer. The widow and several 
children survive. Deceased was a 
member of the 51st Penna. Regiment 
and did service during the civil 
war.' Funeral this Thursday at 11 
a. m. Interment at Keeler’s ceme­
tery, Frederick; undertaker F. W. 
Shaikop in charge.
John K. Umstead died at his resi­
dence in Reading on Sunday, aged 
39 years. He is survived by a 
widow, the daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Harry Tyson, of Providence 
Square, and seven children. Fun­
eral to-morrow (Friday). All ser­
vices at St. Luke’s church, Trappe, 
at 8.30 a. m.; undertaker J. L. 
Bechtel in charge.
Items From Trappe.
Miss Sue Fry was the guest of 
Mrs. Beltz, of Schwenksville, Sun­
day.
A regular meeting of Town Coun­
cil was held Saturday evening. In 
addition to the transaction of the 
usual routine business Henry D. 
Allebach was elected borough 
treasurer to fill the vacancy caused 
by the resignation of David Reiner.
The communion service at the 
Lutheran church, last Sunday 
morning, was largely attended.
J. H. Bolton, of Collegeville, is 
placing a Freed steam heater in 
Mrs. J. K. Beaver’s residence. .
Mrs. Jane Rambo and her daugh­
ter, Miss Cora, of Lee, Massachu­
setts, are in town.
Irwin Weikel will resume pork 
butchering this week and will serve 
his patrons every Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Beckman visited 
friends in Hellertown, Bucks 
county, Monday,
Mr. and Mrs. John G. T. Miller, 
of Philadelphia, and Miss Martha 
Uinderman, of Limerick, were the 
guests of Mr. and Mrs  ̂ Daniel 
Shuler, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Tyson and 
daughter, of Norristown, and Mr. 
and Mrs. JohnYorgey and daugh­
ter, of Limerick, were the guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tyson, Sun­
day.
AIR FROM THE HEIGHTHS.
Samples of air at a height of nearly 
nine miles have been recently ob­
tained and examined for the presence 
of the rare gaseis. The collecting 
apparatus, carried by a large hal- 
loon, is a series of vacuum tubes, 
each drawn out to a fine point at one 
end. At the desired height, an elec­
tro-magnetic device, connected with 
each tube and operated by a bar­
ometer, breaks off the point of the 
tube, admitting the air. A few 
minutes later, asecond contact sends 
a current through a platinum wire 
around the broken end, melting the 
glass and sealing the tube. All the 
samples obtained show argon and 
neon, but no helium was found in air 
from above six miles.
LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC, 3
Evansburg and Vicinity.
Mrs. Warren and daughter, from 
Cedars, and Mr. and Mrs. Banks 
Kauffman and family, spent Sunday 
with Wm. Wanner and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Thomas, of 
Wayne, visited Robert Thomas and 
wife on Sunday.
Mrs. Hannah Bean, of Consho- 
bocken, spent Saturday and Sunday 
with Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Cassel­
berry.
Theodore Hallman and wife spent 
Sunday with Mrs. Gurtler and 
daughter.
Nathan Simpson spent Saturday 
and Sunday with friends in Phila­
delphia.
Mr. Spang has moved from D. H. 
Casselberry’s lot to Ironbridge.
• Morgan C. Weber attended the 
State Pair at Trenton, New Jersey, 
on Thursday last.
Edwin M. Cleaver is seriously ill 
at present. Mrs. Wm. Ruth i^also 
on the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmanuel Schaffer 
entertained Rev. and Mrs. W. L. 
Steck on Sunday.
Mrs. Cassel apd daughter are 
visiting Henry Pegley’s.
Mrs. Andrew Gottscbalk has 
moved into part of the house occu­
pied by Harry Cassel near Perki- 
omen bridge.
Jottings From Limerick.
Wm. Snyder, of North Wales, has 
purchased of Lorenzo Himes the 
hotel at the Square, on private 
terms.
The funeral of the late Ann 
Evans, Saturday, was largely at­
tended. Dr. Thompson, of Phila­
delphia; delivered a  fine address 
and gave most acceptably several 
vocal selections. .
A new slate roof has been placed 
on H. P. Stauffer’s tenant honse.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Murphy, of 
Philadelphia, Mrs. Tyson and 
daughter and Mr. Cobb and Miss 
Miriam Tyson, of Royersford, were 
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. B. 
Linderman, Sunday.
Miss Caroline Fryer, of Potts- 
town, is visiting Mrs. Mary Hess.
Burgess Poley has removed to 
the home of his nephew, Harry W. 
Poley, near Linfield.
A number of interesting speed 
contests were had at the Limerick 
Centre track, Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Chris. Keller, of 
Trappe, spent Sunday with J. B. 
Smoyer.
Miss Eliza Rodman attended the 
Reading fair last Thursday.
T. D. Kline and Wm. Brooke 
visited the great battlefield at 
Gettysburg, Sunday. .
Miss Anna Taylor has returned 
home after spending a week with 
Misses Hqpger and Umstead, of 
Norristown.
Edna Belle Kline had a delight­
ful outing in the Blue mountain 
region last week.
Charles Everhart has purchased 
a new buggy.
Miss Loretta Remington, of Lim­
erick, spent Saturday and Sunday 
with Miss Grace Auer of Eagleville.
A surprise pdrty was given in 
honor of Miss Eva Peterman, at her 
home in Limeriek on Wednesday 
evening, September 29. A most en­
joyable time was spent in playing 
games of all kinds. At a late hour 
refreshments were served in grand 
style, which was followed by the 
game of donkey party. The prize 
winners were Mr. Lewis Schutt 
and Miss V. Yoygey. After spend­
ing a most delightful evening all 
returned to their homes well pleased. 
About thirty young persons were 
present.
FROM OAKS.
We are very much interested in 
the rights of women for their eman­
cipation of their seeming thraldom, 
and for that reason we still remain 
a widower. The goddess of and the 
great high priestess in anarchism, 
the universe buster, was denied the 
freedom of speech in Philadelphia, 
and almost in the very shadow of 
Independence Hall. If we should 
consult the constitution of this great 
nation, we will find freedom of 
speech is guaranteed every one, 
but there is no provision against 
persons expressing themselves in a 
calm manner, or even to encourage 
others to indulge in a way against 
the laws of the land. The authori­
ties were a little short-sighted in 
not permitting her to make an ad­
dress, and if not congenial to have 
adjourned the meeting, if not in ac­
cordance to the laws of good com­
mon-sense, which is the law of the 
land at best. Emma Goldman’s in­
terpretation of freedom is a rare 
one, and now she appeals to the
court for redress. Better sentence 
her to fly away in a biplane to more 
congenial dimes. The soil here is 
non-pr.oductive and won’t grow 
anarchy.
Prank Keyser, who is on board 
the battleship Montana, returned to 
duty Sunday, as he was given forty- 
eight hours’ shore leave he came 
over to see his parents and friends. 
He was in the parade at New York 
of the Hudson-Pulton celebration.
Ben Famous attended the Hud­
son-Pulton celebration on Wednes­
day. -
Postmaster Laughlin, of Port 
Kennedy, attended the Trenton 
Pair the same day.
Miss Edna Got waits attended the 
Trenton Pair, and Mr. and Mrs. A. 
H. Brower of Perkiomen and Abe 
Sloan of Port Kennedy attended the 
Trenton Fair on Thursday.
Jacob Shaffer went to Roxborough 
on Thursday'’to attend the reunion 
of the 51stPenna. Regiment, General 
Hartranft’s old regiment.
Mrs. Charles Hallman went to 
Phcenixville on Wednesday, and 
also visited friends in Port Provi­
dence.
Mrs. Rupert returned from her 
visit to Pottsville, and Miss Sarah 
Kulp of Port Providence visited 
friends in Perkiomen, Thursday.
Mr! and Mrs. Milton -Detwiler 
went to Germantown on Sunday to 
visit friends there.
Mrs. George W. Brown, Sr., wife 
of Conductor Brown of the Pennsy 
Railroad, is on the sick list.
Mrs. Ben Groome has the appen­
dicitis, and an operation was per­
formed at the Phcenixville Hospital 
last week. She is doing as well as 
could be expected, the last report 
said.
Comrade Terry from Indiana, of 
tbfe 46th Indiana Regiment, visited 
Valley Forge park, Sunday;
Alarm is caused’among white neign- 
bors by the restlessness of; 3000 Chey­
enne Indians on the Sheridan reserva­
tion, Wyoming.
Because she refused to marry him, 
Charles L. Miller, an engineer, broke 
into the room of Miss Phoebe Arm­
strong at Chicago, murdered her and 
then killed himself.
Tuesday, October 5.
Mrs. E tta  Jarvis Shepard, wife of 
Seth Shepard, chief justice of the Dis­
trict of Columbia court of appeals, died 
in Washington.
Ray Lamphere, who was convicted 
as an accomplice of Mrs. Belle Gun- 
hess, is dying from consumption in the 
jail at Laporte, Ind.
Delirious from fever, following wounds 
received in a fight in a saloon, Police­
man W. H. Irwin threw himself from 
a third-story window of a hospital at 
Detroit, Mich., and was killed.
John White, twenty years old, sen­
tenced to four years for robbing a 
store at Rayville, La., now admits that 
he stole in order to be with his moth­
er, Mrs. Bettie White, who two years 
ago murdered her husband and was 
sentenced to twenty years.
Wednesday, October 6.
The body of Charles B. Wahl, aged 
thirty-one years, missing fpr some 
days, was found in the Schuylkill river 
a t Reading, Pa.
The Governor John Albert Johnson 
Memorial commission has been organ­
ised at St. Paul, Minn., to raise a fund 
of $25,000 for a memorial to the late 
Governor Johnson.
Thomas J. O’Brien, United States 
ambassador to Japan, sailed from San 
Francisco for his post in Tokio, after 
a visit to his old home in Michigan 
and other points in the east
Hugh McIntosh, the fight promoter, 
left London for Paris to try and ar­
range a meeting between James J. 
Jeffries and Jack Johnson for the 
world’s heavyweight championship.
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS.
The Latest Closing Prices For Produce
The Oaks Fire Company held a 
meeting in their hall Tuesday even­
ing. Business of importance to the 
Company 'was transacted. The 
Ladies’ Auxiliary turned over to 
the Company the snug little sum of 
thirty dollars, the proceeds from a 
festival given by them in the fore 
part of the month.
Miss McCurdy, probation officer, 
delivered an address at the Mothers’ 
meeting, held in the Green Tree 
meetinghouse on Tuesday evening 
of last week. There was a good at­
tendance.
The W. C. T. U. will hold a regu­
lar meeting at the residence of Mrs. 
Joseph Fitz water, Indian Rock 
Farm, Port Providence, Wednesday 
afternoon, October 13. Echoes from 
the county convention will be heard.
Peter Colehower, of Yerkes, vis­
ited Valley Forge park Thursday 
and called at our post.. He has not 
been to Valley Forge for many long 
days, and though not lost, he was 
somewhat off as to locations. Over 
the hills and fields he had rode be­
hind the bounds, and in the bunt 
for the sly fox in his- younger days, 
and there was not a bill or hollow 
he was not familiar with. Many 
years absence, you know we are apt 
to forget.
Miss Leila Price and Miss Emma 
Pennypacker were in Philadelphia 
on Thursday.
rnd L ivestock.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR firm; 
winter low grades, $4.15@4.40; winter 
clear, $4.50@4.76; city mills, fancy. 
$6.25@6.S0.
RYE FLOUR steady; per barrel, 
$4.15©4.35.
WHEAT firm; No. 2 red, western.
$1.11 ©L12.
CORN Q uiet; No. 2 yellow, local, 
71@71%c.
OATS steady; No. 2 white, 45 © 
45tic.; lower grades, 44c.
POULTRY: Live steady; hens, 14% 
@15%c.; old roosters, 12c. s Dressed 
steady; chrfice fowls, 17c.; old roost­
ers, 12c. 5BUTTER firm; extra creamery, 34c.
EGGS firm; selected, 29© 31c.; near­
by, 27c.; western, 27c.
POTATOES steady, at 68 ©70c. per 
bushel.
Live 8tock Markets. 
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)— 
CATTLE steady; choice, $6.55@7.
SHEEP lower; lambs strong; prime 
wethers, $4.60@4.75; culls and com­
mon, $1.5003; lambs, $4@7.25; veal 
calves, $9@0.25. '
HOGS active and higher; prime 
heavies, $8.40@8.50; mediums, $8.25© 
8.30; heavy Yorkers, $8.10@8.25; light 
Yorkers, $7.40@7.65; pigs, $6.75©7.25; 
roughs, $6.50 @7.50. -
PORK BUTCHERING.Beginning October 8, I will serve 
pork, sausage, scrapple, etc., to my pa­
trons in Trappe; Collegeville, and vicinity. 
10-7. IRWIN WEIKEL.
Fo r  » a i .e .Twenty-six second-band school desks. 
Apply to W. P. FENTON, Secretary, 
9-2. Collegeville, Pa.
Mrs. George Brown, Jr., was in 
Norristown on Thursday.
October came in wrong end, too, 
and reminds us our coal bin is 
about empty. It also reminds us 
that after the 12tb we will have 
lived the time allotted by Moses, 
that man is to live. If any more 
years are to be added, will have to 
'start a new tally sheet.
Have you seen Bailey’s comet? 
Do you occasionally take a  peep at 
Mars, and do you think it is inhab­
ited? Certainly it is. Don’t sup­
pose a planet goes sailing around in 
the heavens was made for no good 
purpose. Somebody lives on that 
planet; must have room for the 
overplus. Perhaps Mars is one of 
the many mansions; who knows?
Lawyer Frank Gumbes attended 
the centenary of the Friends’ meet­
inghouse at Corner Stores, Schuyl­
kill township, Cheater county.
John Umstead was in Harrisburg, 
saw the new capitol building, and 
pronounces it a magnificent build­
ing. Well, why shouldn’t it be a 
fine building, the finest in the 
Union? Isn’t Pennsylvania the 
greatest State in the Union, and de­
serving tbq very best, and money 
spent for her public buildings is 
well spent.
James Meyers has tomatoes for 
Sale. Raised a large crop of them.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Weikel, of 
Trappe,-visited Mr. and Mrs. I. R. 
Weikel, Saturday.
Bishop Whitaker will ‘administer 
confirmation and preachatSt. Paul’s 
next Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock. 
A cordial invitation is extended.
Next Sunday morning at the old 
Audubon church Rev. Mr. Barnes 
will preach at 10.45 o’clock to Shan­
non ville Castle, K. G. E., by special 
request, and the Sir Knights are 
expected to attend* in a body. Every­
body welcome.
Large Farm Sold.
M. C. Rambo has sold his large 
fanm, formerly the property of John 
Longacre, containing 120 acres of 
land in East Pikeland township, to 
John Bilsky, a well-known farmer 
hear Malvern, On private terms.
WANTED.A low priced farm. Address 
10-7-3t. P. O. BOX 15, Collegeville, Pa.
W ANTED.A young or middle-aged man to 
clerk in a general store. One with experi­
ence preferred. Apply to 
10-7. J. U. FRANCIS, Oaks, Pa.
Wanted .A girl or woman to do general housework. Three in the family. Apply 
to DR. S. D. CORNISH,
9-23. Collegeville, Pa.
F i n a l  n o t i c e .The undersigned Bondholders’ Com­
mittee of the Montgomery County Rapid 
Transit Company, having deposited with 
it a majority of the bonds in the hands of 
bona fide holders, hereby give notice to 
such bondholders who have not yet de­
posited their holdings, that it will refuse 
to receive any other deposit after the 20th 
day of October, 1909. All bondholders are 
again urged to make deposit with the 
Committee without further delay, in or­
der to*bhare any benefit in the reorgani­
zation of the Company. Daniel M. An­
ders, Norristown, Pa. John F. Lederacli, 
Lederachville, Pa. Alvin C. Alderfer, 
Harlevsville, Pa. Henry E. Ebersole, Mt. 
Joy, Pa. Thomas H. Carter, Plymouth, 
Pa. Nicholas H. Larzelere, Counsel. Nor­
ristown, Pa.- 10-7.
Coal R a n g es
AS GOOD AS NEW.
As a consequence of remov­
ing many coal ranges from 
kitchens, that are being 
equipped for cooking with 
gas throughout the year, we 
have a large number of coal 
ranges on hand that we are 
offering at exceedingly low 
prices. We have them with 
and without circulating boil­
ers. Among them are the fol­
lowing well-known makes :— 
Spear, Active Fortune, Excel­
sior, Defender, Ivy Canopy, 
and so forth.








Will he sold at public sale on WEDNES­
DAY, OCTOBER 20, 1909, on the premises 
of the late David H. Allebach, deceased, 
in the borough of Collegeville, the personal 
property belonging to the estate of said 
decedent, as folloyrs: TWO HORSES :— 
No. 1, bay horse, 12 years old, fearless of 
t ll rs and automobiles; will work 
n tread power, and a good all- 
around horse. No. 2, bay horse, 
.8 years old, fearless of trolley 
cars and automobiles; good 
driver and work horse, can’t put, 
him wrong. TWO COWS, one fresh by 
day of sale. 2 fat hogs, lot of shoats; 
chickens, young and old, by the pound.
Double-seated family carriage, falling- 
top buggy— steel tires; express- wagon 
with 3 springs ; Farmers’ Favorite 
drill, with phosphate attachment; dear­
born wagon (with tongue and shaft), will 
carry one ton; heavy broadwheel wagon, 
heavy farm cart, set of 16 ft. ladders, Syr­
acuse lever spike harrow, 60 teeth; Wood 
frame springtooth harrow: Milwaukee 
chain mower, 4% ft. cut; Stoddard hay 
tedder, Osborne Columbia binder, Osborne 
reaper, Ironage weeder, Albright 2-horse 
eultivatQr, loose axle; sled marker, 1-horse 
hoe harrow, 2 grain cradles, double trees, 
single trees, timber and other chains, hay 
wagon with bed (home made), used two 
seasons; horse power and Little Giant 
No. 3 (Heebner) cleaner; Heebner fodder 
cutter No. 3, nearly new; bob sled, with 
bed; bag truck, 2 sets block and fall, 180 
feet %-inch hay rope, single spread hay 
hook, double spread hay hook, forks of all' 
kinds, Wood horse rake, 3 barrels vinegar, 
2 Syracuse plows, one 1-horse plow, heavy 
wagon with bed, Columbia make; Thomp­
son wheelbarrow grass seeder; express 
sleigh with tongue and shaft; single sleigh, 
land roller, scoop and other shovels, sev­
eral 30 qt. milk cans, lot of fruit crates, 2 
wheelbarrows, butter churn and scales, 
bushel baskets, broadaxe, hogshead, lot of 
cow chains, grain bags, 3 sets of single 
harness, heavy express harness, 4 sets of 
heavy harness, 2 sets double lines, 2 sets 
plow lines, 4 heavy collars, 2 sets heavy 
fly nets, 4 sets light fly nets, 4 heavy 
blindhalters, breast chains and traces, 2 
ice saws, 4 ice tongs, 5 ice hooks, beef 
roller, ropes of all kinds, lot egg crates, 
butter boxes, large copper kettle, apple 
butter crocks, icon kettle, cornsheller, 
wooden chest, green bone cutter, brace 
and bits, planes, anvil. 3 feed chests, work 
bench with vise, lawn mower, good stable 
brush, garden hoes, chicken coops, lot of 
wood, Eclipse cook stove No. , 8, new 
Queen Esther range, old-fashioned kitchen 
clock, 6 cane-seat dining-room chairs, 6 
rocking chairs, haircloth parlor suit, 7 
pieces; bookcase, marbletop stand, parlor 
table, 3-light chandelier, piano lamp, 
hanging hall lamp, hall rack, lot of large 
and small pictures, bedroom set, 2 toilet 
sets, 2 old-fashioned bedsteads, 2 wash- 
stands, kitchen dresser, meat grinder, 
sausage stuffer, two 8-ft. extension tables, 
one nearly new; 2 drop-leaf tables, lot of 
apple butter, lot of dishes, cane-seat and 
other chairs, bedding snd quilts; 3 mirrors* 
2 porch rockers, about 100 yards rag car­
pel, settee and cushions, wash tubs, meat 
tub, washingTnachine,6qt. Gem icecream 
freezer, meat bench, 2 sets double carriage 
harness. 5 horse blankets, farmers’ boiler, 
and other articles not mentioned. Also
15 shares National Bank of Royersford.
4 shares Nat. Bank of Schwenksville.
15 shares Norristown Trust Company.
15 shares Ridge Avenue Farmers’ Mar­
ket Company.
5 shares Spring Garden Farmers’ Mar­
ket Company.
Sale to commence at 12.30 sharp. Con­
ditions: All sums of $20 and exceeding 
that amount, 90 days’ credit, by giving 





L.'H. Ingram, auct. Executors.
Fo r  r e n t .After October 1, dwelling house, near Perkiomen bridge. Good location. Ap­
ply to J. P. ROBISON,
9-12. Collegeville, Pa.
F o r  r e n t . .After October 1, a lot of 5% acres 
with improvements. Plenty of fruit and 
good water; one mile north of Oaks Sta­
tion. Apply to
9-16. MRS. T. C. SMOYER, Oaks, Pa.
F o r  r e n t .At very low rental a wheelwright and blacksmith shop, old established 
stand, prominently located. Address 
(8-26) CALL BOX No. 2, Collegeville, Pa.
Fo r  r e n t .Store, post office, and coal yard, at Areola. Apply to
9-23. I. P. WILLIAMS, Areola, Pa.
F o r  r e n t .Neat 4-room dwelling, stable, etc., with \% acres of land and excellent spring 
of water, in the borough of Cjpllegeville.
Also 3-acre property with (froom dwell­
ing, stable, considerable fruit, near Iron- 
bridge. These properties will be rented 
on very reasonable terms to satisfactory 
parties.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON, 
Peoples’ National Bank Building,
9-30. Norristown, Pa.
F o r  w a l e .A four h. p. boiler and engine on one base. Easy to operate and very economi­
cal. I t is in good condition and will be 
sold cheap. Apply to 
9-23. GEO. WOELFEL, Yerkes, Pa.
Fo r  s a l e .500 shocks of corn that will yield over 500 bushels of ears. Price reason­
able. Apply to R. F. PARKS,
9-12-31. Trappe, Pa.
Fo r  s a l eA limited number of R. C. Brown Leghorn cock birds, received direct from 
beyond the Mississippi. $1.50 to $3.00 
each. PARKER’S POULTRY YARDS, 
8-12. Trappe, Pa.
Fo r  s a l e .Thirteen acres of woodland in Lim­erick township. For information address 




The cider-making machinery of ’large 
capacity a t the Collegeville Mills will be 
in operation on
TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY AND 
THURSDAY
of every week from now until the close of 





AND PERSONAL PROPERTY !
Will be sold at public sale on SATUR­
DAY, OCTOBER 16, 1909, on the premises 
of the late Susan Ashenfelter, deceased, in 
the borough of Collegeville, the real estate 
and personal property of said decedent, as 
follows: A lotj-of land fronting on Park 
6=—A. avenue”  The improvements are a 
ftffjjw brick house with 9 rooms and 
■ m i l l  ball, front and rear porch; well 
£yu8B of water and cistern under cover 
near door. Frame stable two stories 
high; other necessary outbuildings. All 
the buildings are in good order and com­
paratively new. Plenty of fruit trees and 
vines in prime of bearing. This is a very 
desirable and sutetantial property, one 
that should receive the special attention 
of homeseekers.
PERSONAL PROPERTY: Beds and 
bedding, bureau, old style case of drawers, 
quilts and comforts, new parlor suit, 30 
yards new Brussels carpet, 60 yards rag 
caxpet, oil cloth; rocking, cane-seat, and 
other chairs, table, a fine old high clock 
about a century old, the dial showing 
moon’s phases. This old relic is in excel­
lent condition. Old cherry corner cup­
board, in excellent condition;; looking 
glasses, dishes, knives and forks, parlor 
stove, cook stove, iron kettle, boilers and 
kettles, fruit jars, tubs and buckets, saw, 
axe, shovel, lawn mower, and many arti­
cles not enumerated and all to be sold to 
settle up estate Sale at 1 o’clock. Con­
ditions by
W. J. ASHENFELTER, 
JOHN ASHENFELTER,
Administrators. 
L. H. Ingram, Auctioneer.
S? set a?
Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY, 
OCTOBER 8, 1909, at Perkiomen Bridge 
hotel, 25 fresh cows direct from Centre 
county. Gentlemen. I have selected these 
cows with care and I feel sure that I have 
the kind that will suit you. Come and 
see and judge for yourselves. Sale at 2 
o’clock. Conditions by
J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, anct. J. W. S. Gross, clerk.
PUBLIC SALE OF TWO CAR­LOADS OF
FRESH COWS!
Will be sold at public sale on THURS­
DAY, OCTOBER 7, 1909, at Porr’s hotel, 
Limerick, two carloads of fresh cows— 
one load from Lebanon county, Pa., and 
the other load from Harrisonburg, W. Va. 
Gentlemen, these are extra good cows and 
you will say so when you have bought 
them and put them to the test. They are 
the kind that will surely please you. Sale 
a t 1.30 o’clock. Conditions by
JONAS P. FISHER. 
F. H. Peterman, auct.
P UBL1C SALE OF
FRESH COWS!
P UBLIC SALE OF
Household Goods!
Will be sold at public sale on THURS­
DAY, OCTOBER 7, 1909, at the residence 
of the undersigned in the borough of Col­
legeville, the following personal property: 
Cherry bedroom suit, 7 pieces; 8-ft. exten­
sion table, 6 oak cane-seat dining-room 
chairs, walnut bookcase and desk com­
bined, 2 bureaus, one old-fashioned; an­
tique washstand, oak hat rack nearly 
new, stuffed rocker nearly new, marbletop 
table, 8 rocking chairs, looking glasses, 
wash machine, 2 easels, black haircloth 
piano stool, books, brussels and rag stair 
carpet, 2 doz. stair pads, 60 yds. brussels 
carpet, parlor table, oak revolving office 
chair, 57 yds. hall matting, dishes, cane- 
seat chairs, % violin, kitchen range, No.7; 
2 first-class double heaters, (one almost 
new), with all pipes complete; 2 oil stoves, 
14 settees 6 feet long, 2 wooden arm-chairs 
(good), 4 hall desks, hall' table, pictures, 
shades, chairs, mattress, bed spring, 3 
doz. cotton bags, ebony clock, 15 yds. rag 
carpet, new tapestry piano cover, 2 new 
baby coaches, hanging lamps, grindstone, 
woven coverlet with fringe, 62 years old; 
stair rods, chair-commode, and many more 
things that will be hunted up by day of 
sale. Sale at 1.30 p. m. Conditions by 
W. P. FENTON.
L. H. Ingram, Auctioneer.
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY, 
OCTOBER 18, 1909, a t the Sunnyside 
Stock Farm, Trooper, Pa., one carload of 
fresh cows and a few springers direct from 
Clarion county, Pa. These cows have 
been carefully selected; they have good 
shape, good size, and have the qualities 
for milk and butter production, and are 
well worthy the attention of farmers and 
dairymen. Sale at 1.30 p. m. Conditions 
by JOS. T. HALLMAN.
David Kratz, auct. J. J. Hartman, clerk.
IUBLI4J HALE OF
Virginia Cows!
Will be sold at public sale on THURS­
DAY, OCTOBER 14, 1909, a t Porr’s hotel, 
Limerick, one carload of freslf cows direct 
from Virginia. These cows are a choice 
lot of good ones, the best I have ever 
shipped from Virginia, so don’t  miss this 
opportunity, farmers and dairymen. Also 
4 feeding bulls. Sale a t 1.30. Conditions 
by * JONAS P. FISHER.






Will be sold at public sale on THURS­
DAY, OCTOBER 14, 1909, a t the residence 
of Harry Cassel, quite near Perkiomen 
Bridge, the following personal property: 
Solid walnut writing desk, clothes chest, 
large trunk, 3 walnut wasbstands, floor 
cloth, pillows, bolsters, bedsteads and 
bedding, rocking and other chairs, curtain 
poles and fixtures, table, dishes, glass­
ware and tinware in variety; 2 looking 
glasses, pictures and frames, lamps, dishes, 
etc.; parlor Beauty heater, set of band- 
made nickel harness, nearly new, and many 
other articles not mentioned, all belong­
ing to Mrs. A. Gottshalk. Also at the 
same time, at Robison’s store, 6 cots, 6 
oak dining-room chairs, extension table, 
stand, 2 lamps, commode, looking glass, 
square table, 5-gallon oil can, tub, buck­
ets, shades, garden rake, bracket lamp, 2 
lot wagons, stick-seat buggy, grain drill, 
harness, sewing machine, camp stools, 
hammock, and many other articles be­
longing to H. H. Robison. Also incu- 
hater and brooder; 30-gal. farmers’ boiler, 
good as new; No 8 heater, iron vise, 
forks, shovels, hoes, 150 flower pots. Sale 
a t one o’clock. Conditions, cash.
L. H. IHGRAM, Auctioneer.
P UBLIC MALE OF
Personal Property!
Will be sold at public sale on THURS­
DAY, OCTOBER 21, 1909, oh the premises 
of the undersigned in the borough of 
Trappe, the following articles: Othello 
range No. 7, good as new, with pipe; par­
lor stove, sewing machine, settee, large 
sofa, dining table, 2 other tables, cup­
board, bedstead, 2 other beds, 2 bureaus, 
stand, 2 fancy-rockers, chairs, tubs, buck­
ets, spinning wheel and reel, wooden 
dishes, old china dinner set 100 years old, 
old gilt band dinner set 75 years old, old 
dishes and glassware, 1 dozen knives and 
forks, pans, boilers, stew kettles, feather 
beds, 2 woolen coverlets 100 years old, lot 
of home-made linen goods, buffalo robe as 
good as new, carpet, Freed’s lard and 
sausage press, half-barrel copper kettle, 
buggy, cutting box, log chain, lot of bags, 
pick, shovels and forks, half-bushel and 
half-peck measures, post auger, carpenter 
tools, crosscut and other saws, butcher 
saw and cleaver, hoebarrow, rope and 
pulley, old iron kettle, and many other 
articles not mentioned. Sale a t 1 o’clock 
p. m. Conditions, cash.
ANNIE ESPENSHIP. 
L.H. Ingram, auct j .  W. S. Gross, clerk.
The IStli Annual Autumn Lear
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY!
By virtue of an order of the Orphans’ 
Court of Montgomery county, Pa., the 
following real estate belonging* to the 
estate of Jacob Stearly, late of Limerick 
township, Montgomery county, deceased, 
will be exposed to public saleon the prem­
ises at Limerick Square, on SATU RD A Y, 
OCTOBER 9, 1909, all that certain messu­
age and farm adjoining the village of 
Limerick Square, containing 54 acres and 
49% perches of land, more or less. A two- 
story 11-roomed house, with’lialls, 
- „ n ( i  attic and cellar. A Swiss barn, 
■ ■■■kL 45x64 feet, with 12 ft. wide over- 
ILHUaSshoot, wagon bouse, hay stable, 
and all necessary outbuildings. Cave and 
neverfailing well of water a t the house. 
A good variety of fruit. The buildings 
and land are in excellent condition, and 
convenient to all places of business, 
churches and schools. If you desire a 
good home and farm, come and examine it 
before sale. -------
At the same time and place will be sold 
all the household goods and furniture of 
said decedent, consisting of kitchen, din - 
ing room, parlor and bedroom furniture 
and carpets, cooking utensils, carpenter 
tools,,.,work bench, fallingtop carriage, 
set light harness, and a variety of arti­
cles comprising a well furnished home. 
Sale at one o’clock p. m., sharp. Condi­
tions by M. B. LINDERMAN,
Administrator.
F i r e  t a x  n o t i c e .The members of the Perkiomen Val­ley Mutual Fire Insurance Company of 
Montgomery county are hereby notified 
that a tax was levied on August 16, 1909, 
of $1.50 on each one thousand dollars for 
which they are insured, to pay losses sus­
tained. Payments will he made to the 
collector or to the Secretary a t his office 
in Collegeville.
Extract from Charter: If any member of 
the Company shall refuse or neglect to- 
pay his or her assessment within 40 days, 
after the publication of the same, 30 per­
cent. of the assessment will be added 
thereto, and if payment be delayed for 50- 
days longer, then his, her, or their policy 
shall have become suspended until pay­
ment shall have been made.
The 40 days’ time for the payment of 
said tax will date from September 9, 1909. 






under the auspices of the Topton Lutheran 
Orphans’ Home via. Phila. & Reading 
Railroad.
Round Trip, $1.75. C lilren , 90 Cents.
Capt. Jas. A. Long will appear at High 
Water Mark and talk upon thfe great bat. 
tie, its heroes, and its thousands of monu­
ments-and tablets which President Lincoln 
and later Presidents have dedicated.
Lunch cars filled with egg, chicken, 
tongue, ham and cheese sandwiches. We 
can feed every student in Ursinus College, 
and the eight normal schools, including 
the Keystone Normal School.
WALT. B. BEEBER, Chairman, 
Kutztown, Pa.
H. W. Schick, Sec’y,
Reading, Pa. 9-16.
BUYS! GIRLS! C O L U MB I A  
BICYCLE F R E E !  Greatest offer 
out. Get your friends to subscribe to our 
magazine and we will make you a present 
of a $40.00 Columbia Bicycle—the best 
made. Ask for particulars, free outfit, 
and circular telling “How to S tart.” Ad­
dress, “The Bicycle Man,” 29-31 East 22d 
Street, New York City, N. Y.
Who have the largest Tailor Shop 
in Norristown,
----HAVE OPENED A------
Branch Shop in Collegeville
ABOVE POST - OFFICE,
And are now Ready to RENO­
VATE CLOTHING IN A 
FIRST-CLASS 
MANNER.
We do altering, repairing, relining, clean­
ing, pressing, scouring, French dry clean­
ing, and steam dyeing, of all kinds of 
ladies’ and gents’ Clothes at a very reason­
able rate, and guarantee to do first-class 
work. We also make suits to order, to 
the very latest style. Goods called for 
and delivered.
ALLEVA BROTHERS, CollegeyiRe, Pa.
P. O. Box, 30. Bell ’Phone, No. 26-A.
WANTED ... Success Magazine 
wants an energetic and responsible man 
or woman in Collegeville and vicinity to 
collect for renewals and solicit new sub­
scriptions during full or spare time. Ex­
perience unnecessary. Any one can start 
among friends and acquaintances and 
build up a paying and permanent business 
without capital. Complete outfit and in­
structions free. Address, “VON,” Suc­
cess Magazine, Room 1(3, Success Maga­
zine Building, New York City, N. Y.
4 SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.
SEEKING THE CAUSE
He Went the Right Way About it 
and Was Successful.
By RICHARD BARKER SHELTON. 
[Copyright, 1909, by Associated Literary 
Press.J
Bobby Renwick, dictating some im­
portant letters to bis stenographer, 
glanced abstractedly at the handful of 
mail the office boy laid on the desk 
before him. Among the envelopes he 
caught sight of one that he hurriedly 
separated from its fellows and, with 
quickening pulses, glanced at the su­
perscription in a firm, familiar hand.
“Er—just a minute. Miss Stone,” 
said he, opening the envelope and 
drawing out its contents,.
The stenographer sat tapping her 
pencil upon the pad in her lap, while 
Renwick, his brows suddenly pucker­
ing in a frown, read the brief mis­
sive he held in a hand that was rather 
unsteady. The epistle ran:
Dear Bobby—It is impossible—impossi­
ble; a mistake from the very beginning. 
We can't—we mustn’t. I am afraid and 
terribly wretched. I don’t know how I 
can ever make you see it in the right 
light. 1 only know that our plans are 
very, very foolish and that we must never 
think of them again.
We are sailing this afternoon on the 
Avonia for two months on the continent. 
Please forgive me and, above all things, 
do not write to me. Tours, ELINOR.
For a moment Bobby sat like a man 
stunned by some crushing blow, bis 
eyes staring straight ahead and the 
letter crumpled in his hand. Then sud­
denly. he swung about to his desk - 
swung his chair so violently that the 
stenographer jumped nervously and 
dropped her pencil.
She picked it up hurriedly, smoothed 
the paper of the pad and turned alert­
ly to Renwick as if expecting him to 
continue the dictation. But Bobby 
Renwick was rummaging through the 
pigeonholes of the desk, throwing 
things right and left in a veritable 
frenzy of haste. The stenographer look­
ed at him with a puzzled frown. Ordi­
narily he was the calmest of mortals.
“you  ARE MAKING IT A SUPPOSITIONAL 
CASE,” SAID HE.
and this unaccountable flurry of his 
upset all her preconceived ideas of the 
man.
’’The letter, I was taking. Mr. Ren- 
wick," she suggested tentatively.
“Letter?” Bobby repeated. “Letter? 
Oh, yes! Never mind it now. Morse 
will finish ’em up. Tell him 1 say for 
him to look after the matter as best he 
can, and, say, send Harding in, will 
you, please? Send him in immediately 
if you will."
The stenographer, her bewilderment 
increased perceptibly, hurried into the 
outer office to deliver the message. A 
moment later Harding pushed through 
the door of Renwick’s private office 
and stood staring at the man before 
the desk.
“Bobby, old boy, what’s up?” he 
asked anxiously. “What’s wrong with 
you?”
“Eh?” said . Bobby without looking 
up. “Say. what time does the Avonia 
sjil this afternoon? Do you know?”
He shot out the question in a fash­
ion that seemed to hint that if the. 
man before him was unable to answer 
the question it might go bard with 
him.
“Four o’clock, I believe,” said Hard­
ing.
Renwick glanced at the clock on the 
wall and jumped to his feet so quickly 
that his desk chair overturned with a 
crash.
“Four o’clock!” Bobby fairly howled. 
“Don’t tell me that! It’s ten minutes 
of 4 now! Say. something’s got to be 
done! Send Jim down for a cab! Tell 
him if it isn’t at the curb by the time 
I get down his life won’t be worth 3 
cents!”
Harding gave one perturbed glance 
at his partner, started to remonstrate, 
thought better of it and tumbled head­
long through the door, bellowing lusti­
ly for the office boy. Bobby mean­
while caught up his hat and his over­
coat, tore through the other office and 
sped down the long corridor toward 
the elevator. At his heels, panting 
and sadly disturbed, came Harding.
“Say, what’s the row anyway?” he 
demanded. “Where are you going in 
all this rush. Bobby?”
The elevator came whirring up. 
Bobby jumped into it. »
irnnw vet where 1 may land,”
he called as the descent began. "Ku 
rope, maybe.”
The cab Jim had summoned was 
just drawing up to the curb as Ken- 
wick rushed from the building.
“Pier 76!” he bellowed at the cabby 
as he tumbled in. “Let the beast out 
I’ll make it well worth your while."
They reached the pi^r after a mad 
gallop. On the wharf was a scatter­
ing crowd, and out in the stream the 
Avonia was making her way majestic­
ally toward the bay. Bobby groaned. 
Then his eyes fell on a tug moored to 
the wharf. Thither he sped. A few 
words to the red faced man leaning 
out of her pilot house window, a dis-, 
play of greenbacks on Bobby’s part 
and the latter leaped aboard and the 
tug was speeding after the departing 
liner.
Down the b iy  went the liner, and 
after her at full speed raced the tug, 
kicking up a great commotion.
As they neared the Avonia the tug’s 
whistle began to scream. The liner’s 
whistle answered with deep throated 
brays. Closer drew the tug, and over 
the liner’s side was dropped the dan­
gling length of the Jacob’s ladder, at 
the top of which a crowd of excited 
passengers watched the oncoming tug.
Presently they were alongside. Ren­
wick caught the ladder and scrambled 
up to the liner’s deck.
“Good work!” a big man who had 
been leaning excitedly over the rail 
declared heartily as Bobby reached 
the Avonia’s deck.
Bobby said nothing. He caught 
sight of a pretty girl on the outskirts 
of the watching group and in a most 
determined fashion made his way 
straight to her side. Her lips were 
parted. A beautiful color was in fier 
cheeks.
Bobby lifted his hat, said something 
to her in a low voice and in a master­
ful fashion led her away.
No other word passed between them 
until they found a quiet nook to them­
selves far a f t  Then the girl turned to 
him.
“Well?” she said quietly.
“I got your letter,” said Bobby.
She was silent.
“That is why I am here,” he went on. 
Still she said nothing.
“I’m mighty sorry to have to make 
my entrance in so spectacular a fash­
ion, but there was really no other 
way,” said he.
“Why was it so very necessary for 
you to come at all?” .
Bobby noticed that her eyes refused 
to meet his own. Somehow he was 
decidedly glad of this.
“Why?” he echoed. “Good heavens, 
Elinor, what is the sense of your ask- ' 
ing why? Did you imagine for a min­
ute I would let you go like that? Did 
you think I would sit calmly by and 
accept it all without a murmur?”
He came a step nearer. He noticed 
she was trembling.
“I came for good and specific rea­
sons,” he went on gently. “I came to 
let you tell, me that the only mistake 
in the whole thing was that letter you 
wrote me; that you didn’t  mean it. not 
a word of it; that you didn’t write it 
of your own free will qnd volition; 
that outside influence was brought to 
bear upon you. Tell me that, Elinor.” 
“Suppose you are all wrong.” she 
suggested. “Suppose there was no out­
side influence;, as you choose to call it. 
Suppose I meant that letter and wrote 
it because I meant it.”
His brow clouded. He looked at her 
as if he did not dare believe his ears. 
Then his jaw set.
“You are making it a suppositional 
case,” said he. “Why not make it a 
plain, bald statement?”
There was something like a sob. “I 
—I can’t,” she faltered.
A great light came into Bobby Ren­
wick’s eyes. Utterly unmindful of the 
little groups near by, he took her hand 
in his own.
“I knew it,” he declared triumphant­
ly. “I was sure of it.”
Then suddenly he began to chuckle 
softly.
“Now. who on earth is going to break 
this news to Aunt Agatha you or I ?” 
he laughed happily.
Men Like Horses.
“Men are a good deal like horses in 
one way,” remarked the observer. 
“When you are walking home some 
evening and see some man a little 
ahead of you walking at about the 
same pace try to increase ypur speed a 
little and pass him. In nine cases out 
of ten he will square his shoulders, 
lengthen his stride pnd do his best to 
k^ep ahead without making apparent 
effort. You will immediately feel a 
greater desire to pass him. Of course 
both of you try to look as if oblivious 
of the other, and probably neither 
would admit it if accused of rating, 
but you are. This may not work on a 
downtown street, but try it any time 
on any other and you’ll most likely 
start something. It’s a mighty good 
spirit to have too. The people who try 
hard not to be left behind are usually 
hard to beat.”—Kansas City Times.
S. Holmes Outdone.
“You seem to be deeply interested in 
your book.’,’
“Yes; it’s awfully exciting.”
“The hero is a college athlete,'isn’t 
he?"
“Why, yes. How did you know? 
Have you read it?”
“I never saw or heard of it before. 
He has been temporarily disowned by 
his wealthy father, has he not?”
“Of course. Don’t  tell me that you 
haven’t read it."
“And when he first meets the heroine 
she thinks she has cause to hate him— 
tells him he is a cad or something of 
that kind—and he, sad at heart, swears 
that if he can’t  have her he will never 
marry.!’
“Oh, Jack! What do you mean by 
sitting there and pretending you have 
not read it? That’s exactly the way It 
reads.”—Chicago Record-Herald.
A WEST M IT  HAZING
Knocked All the Egotism Out 
of the New Cadet.
SINGING HIS OWN PRAISES.
He Was Kept at It to His Own Morti­
fication and the Delight of the Upper 
Class Men;—A Clipping From His 
Home Paper Started the Trouble.
Hazing at the United States Military 
academy. West Point, has in the past 
ten years been so frequently followed 
by punishment and otherwise discoun­
tenanced that it has practically become 
a thing of the past. A third of a cen­
tury ago the modes of hazing were 
varied and many of them unique. A 
certain graduate who hailed from 
south of Mason and Dixon’s line and 
from west of the Allegheny moun­
tains told this story of his own expe­
rience:
He was a tall, rawboned fellow 
when he entered the academy as a 
“plebe” and had been assigned to a 
room with a bright little chap, with 
whom he soon became very friendly 
and confidential. Several weeks after 
he had entered the academy he receiv­
ed a letter from his good mother, in 
which she bad Inclosed a clipping from 
their county newspaper.
The article mentioned the fact that 
young Mr. ----  had received an ap­
pointment to West Point and had left 
for that place several days before; that, 
whereas they extended congratulations 
to the young man, the United States 
government was to be much more 
greatly congratulated upon obtaining 
as one of its embryo soldiers a man 
from their community, the son of such 
a noble sire, whose sire and great-sires 
had been equally noble, a young man 
above reproach, of great intellect and 
bound to make his mark in any call­
ing be might elect, etc.
This article inspired its recipient 
with pride and pleasure. He found it 
impossible to refrain from showing it 
to his roommate and an hour after 
having done so was accosted while 
going downstairs by an upper class 
man who had been drilling him and 
had been 'very severe. At this meeting 
the upper class man, who was about 
half his size, looked at him solemnly,
removed his cap and said: “M r.---- , I
humbly beg your pardon for having 
been so stern with you. I did not 
know until a few moments ago what a 
distinguished and intellectual young 
man you were. You honor us by be­
coming one of us.”
The pleased "plebe,” never for a 
moment scenting mischief, grinningly 
replied: “That’s all right, Mr. — -. I 
forgive you.”
That evening while the “plebe” and 
his roommate were engaged in study 
there was a knock at their door, and 
there entered the upper class man who 
had' accosted and apologized to the 
“plebe” on the stairs, he being accom­
panied by a dozen other upper class 
men. He thus addressed the “plebe:”
“Mr. ---- , here are a number of your
brother cadets who are desirous of 
knowing what a particularly distin­
guished man they have among them. 
You' will therefore kindly read what 
your newspaper says of you.”
The “plebe” was Inclined to demur, 
but the determined manner and steely 
eye of the little upper class man com­
pelled obedience. Embarrassed, be 
stumblingly read the whole article, at 
the conclusion of which the little upper- 
class man stated that the reader bad 
mumbled in parts, had failed to enun­
ciate distinctly and required the poor 
“plebe” to read it again. This having 
been done, all shook hands with him 
in an apparently most deferential man­
ner. after which the little upper class 
man stated that they would call the 
next evening augmented by other ca­
dets and that in the meantime the 
“plebe” wdtald commit the article to 
memory and be in readiness to repeat 
it when they called.
His manner brooked no disobedience. 
The call was made the next evening, 
the number of cadets, being nearly 
double that of the previous evening, 
and he repeated the article, being 
prompted by the little upper class 
man. Before the departure of his vis­
itors he was informed that he would 
be visited the next evening by a still 
greater number of cadets, and he was 
ordered to be prepared to declaim the 
article depicting his virtues.
The visit was made and the declama­
tion rendered. He was then informed 
that he would be again visited the fol­
lowing evening and would prepare 
himself so as to be able to render the 
article In song., This visit was made, 
the room being fairly packed with ca­
dets, and the poor “plebe” was re­
quired to stand 5n a table and howl 
the article from start to finish, for he 
had not the faintest understanding of 
how to sing i or turn a tune. In after 
years he said that if he had ever had 
any egotism in his composition it was 
completely knocked out of him by hav­
ing to handle that article as he had to 




The Dinner to Which Wills, the Artist 
Invited a Friend.
Mr. Wills, the artist, was renowned 
for his absentmindedness, and the fol 
lowing story, says Henrietta Cockra 
in her book, “Celebrities and I,” wi 
told of him by a friend: “Wills invited 
me to dinner one afternoon when 
met him in the Strand. I accepted 
reminding him that as he was absent 
minded he had better make a note of 
the evening. As he had no paper 
his pocket, he wrote the date on h 
shirt cuff.
“When the appointed evening arriv 
ed 1 went to his studio. The door was 
opened by Wills, and I could see tbs 
he had forgotten all about the appoint 
ment.
“ ‘Ah, old fellow,' he exclaimed, ‘do 
not be too hard on me. The cuff wen 
to the wash and the date with it. But 
there is a fowl in the pot boiling here 
continued Mr. Wills. "Just come it 
and wait a few minutes.’
"I had my misgivings, but walked 
Inside and sat upon the only chair not 
crowded with paint brushes and pa 
ettes.
“After waiting for about twenty 
minutes, feeling deucedly hungry 
groaned. This bad its effect.
“He exclaimed In a dreamy voice, 
‘The fowl must be boiled by this time, 
and, coming forward, he lifted the lid 
of the pot and peered inside. ‘It is 
very odd,’ he remarked, ‘but I cannot 
see the fowl. Extraordinary! No one 
has been here, so the bird cannot have 
been stolen.’
“Well, the long and short of it is 
that a week or two later 1 called again 
at the studip, noticed a peculiar odor 
and discovered the fowl wrapped up in 
a piece of paper.
“ ‘Ah!’ said Wills. ‘Now I know how 
it all happened. When the fowl was 
brought in there came a smart visitor— 
Lady G.—about sitting for her por­
tra it I must have thrown the fowl 




alpne should be easily worth the 
charge the
Norristown Trust- Co
makes for a Safe Deposit Box. I t  can 
be used for a number of articles, of 
which these are only a few:
Deeds, Bonds, Mortgages, Insurance 
Policies, Wilis, Bank Books, Escrows, 
Jewelry, etc.
Safe Deposit Boxes to rent, 13.00 
and up a year.
H'orristown Trust Co.
DeKalb and Main S ts.








In England and all the English 
speaking countries the kissing of the 
book before the oath comes from the 
practice of touching a “halidame,” or 
sacred object, as the old Roman touched 
the altar or Harold the casket of relics. 
The form “So help me God” is in­
herited from ancient Teutonic-Scan- 
dinavian law, under which tbe old 
northmen. touching the blood daubed 
ring on tbe altar, swore, “So help me 
Frey and Niordh and the Almighty 
God”—that is, Thor. The first and last 
of these are tbe two old English gods, 
whose names we keep up in Friday 
and Thursday.—New York American.
Poultry and Fence Wire.
Thetf.H. Benjamin Co.
Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE, 
PAINTS, TOOLS. AND 
MILL 8UPPLIES.
N o .  2 0 5  B ridge St.,
ra a sN ix Y iu E , pa .
Both ’Phones. J. P. STETLER, Manager.
Need not be 
connected to 
Waterworks
The same water is used over 
and over again to operate
Hot Water and 
Steam Systems
Only a few gallons need to 
be added during a season. 
Automatically 
operated,
OS® OF THE VERY 
BEST BOILERS ON 
THE MARKET.
The undersigned will fnrnish and erect 
IDEAL BOILERS and guarantee satis­
faction. Will also fnrnish and erect the 
FREED BOILERS — excellent steam 
makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact­
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company 
of Collegeville. Windmills furnished and 
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed, 
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb­
ing done at reasonable prices.






F A . .
DRESS GOODS, LAWNS, PERCALES, 
GINGHAMS, LACES, EMBROID­
ERIES, LADIES’ AND GENTS’ 
FURNISHING GOODS, SUMMER 
UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY.
Ladies’ and Gents’ OXFORD SHOES in 
tan and black. Full line, of FREED’S 
SHOES lor men, women and children.
SUMMER LAP ROBES and COOLERS.



















THE GROCERY DEPARTMENT is 
complete in varied assortments ol every’ 
thing in sugars, syrups, coffees, teas 
dried and canned fruits, &c., &c.
HORACE STORB
POTTSTOWN, PENN’A 
Manufacturer and Dealer in All 
Kinds of AMERICAN and 
FOREIGN
The Black Hand Business.
Mrs. Bart—My husband got a letter 
today saying something dreadful would 
happen if be didn’t  send tbe writer a 
sum of money. Mrs. Smart—My hus­
band gets dunned for his bills too.— 
Bosten Transcript.
Same Thing.
Scribbler—I don’t like the word 
“chaos.” Give me a synonym. Scrawl- 
er—How would housecleaning time do? 
—Philadelphia Record.
History is but the uorolled scroll ol 
nroohecy.—Garfield.
W ALL PAPER in many patterns. 
Paints, oils, hardware, wire fencing, and 
so on. Examine our Pittsburg poultry 
and garden fence.
Good qualities and right prices at
i G. Brownback’s Store,
TRAPPE, PA.
your purchases at 
STORE. Years of 
experience enables the proprietor 
to know just what to buy, how 
to buy, and how to sell the thou- 
sand and more articles kept in 
stock in a thoroughly equipped 
jjjjj; general store.
&  In DRY GOODS, 6R0CER- 
#  IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED 
1 ?  GOODS, or in any department of 
wft- the big store on the corner you 
f t  wiir find what you want at the 
right price.
■ft Ready-made Pantaloons and 
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s 
AA Boots and Shoes are among the 
? k specialties.
f t
jMh Crockery and Glassware, Paints, 
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Also Old Granite Work Cleaned 
to Look Like New.
Special attention given to cleaning I 
Granite Monuments, Tablets, Copings and | 
all kinds of cemetery work no matter of j 
how long standing or how badly discol­
ored. Will guarantee to restore them to 
their original brightness without injuring 
the Granite.
FRANK W. SHALKOP,
(Successor to John S. Kepler,) ,
Undertaker -  Embalmer
TRAPPE, PA.
McCALL PATTERNS
Celebrated for style, perfect fit, sim plicity and 
reliability nearly 40 years. Sold in nearly 
every city and tow n in tbe United States and 
Canada, o r by. mail direct. M ore so ld 'th an  
any o ther make. Send for free catalogue.
McCALL’S MAGAZINE
M ore subscribers than  any o ther fashion 
magazine—million a  m onth. Invaluable. L a t­
e st styles, patterns, dressm aking, millinery, 
plain sew ing, fancy needlework, nairdressing, 
etiquette, good stories, etc. Only 50 cents a 
year (w orth double), including a  free pattern. 
Subscribe today, o r send for sam ple copy.
WONDERFUL INDUCEMENTS
to A gen ts. Postal b rin g s  premium catalogue 
and new cash  prize offers. A ddress
TBE McCALL CO., 238 te 248 W« 97tk S t , NEW YOU
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler, 
an undertaker of many years' experience, 
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest 
expectations of those who will entrust me to 
serve them.
IWW111 meet trains at all Stations. Or 
dersreceived by telephone or telegraph. -85
Sales advertised in the I nde­
pendent are sure to attract the 
presence of bidders aud buyers. 
You can let all the people know 
what you have to sell by adver­
tising.
THE OLD ST A N D
Established •  1 S 7 5 .
Choice Bread
AND
C a k e s
IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection­
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water 




Dead Anim als Removed
FREE OF CHARGE.
I wiU pay $1.00 fqr Dead Horses and 
$1.00 for Dead Cows.
’Phone—Bell, Il-L.
Geo. W . Schw eiker,
PROVIDE VCE SQUARE, PA.
GET FOUR Postern Printed si Use Independent Ofllse.
SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY 5
Collegeville Grist Mills.
We bave installed'another new 30 H. F. water wheel, and with this additional power 
«e propose to do oar custom work at very short notice. We are also equipped now with 
powerful Cider Press. We expect to give absolute satisfaction to those who will give us 
trial this coming apple season.
Headquarters for High Grade Feeds.
We say high-grade feed because we do not see what is known as the second-grades of 
gran, Middlings, etc. Our trade demands the BEST. Our customers, who Include some 
of the best experienced dairvmen, farmers and poultry dealers of the this county, are of the 
opinion that the BEST IS 'fHE CHEAPEST. Consequently we are governed by their 














FLOUR—Topton’s Beet, Acme, Globe, Cremo, Lily of Valley, and Graham. 
SALT FOR ALL PURPOSES.
g r - Our prices are POSITIVELY RIGHT. Our feed must-give ABSOLUTE SATIS 
FACTION. Our jiim is to please our customers.
F. J. CLA M ER , Proprietor.
EMIL KLAUS FELDER, Manager.
$ 3 0  T X T i l l  I B - u . 3 7 -
One of Our M O D ER N
BATH-ROOM OUTFITS  
Consisting of a 5 ft. Porcelain Lined Tub, a one- 
piece Enameled Washstand, and Water Closet 
with Gulden Oak-Seat, Lid and Tank. All fitted 
with Nickel-plated Supply and Waste Pipes 
complete.
I Guarantee these Fixtures first-class in every 
detail and they will be shipped subject to the ap­
proval of the purchaser before payment is required
I - I2 . COLLEGEVILLE. PA,
H O L D  O H  T H E R E  !
Be careful not to place your orders for 
Building or other Lumber until we have had 
• chance to estimate on your wants. We 
are certain to give you entire satisfaction 
! u to the Lumber itself and its delivery.
!We May Save You a Dollar or Two, Also.
Come and see us.




*  MARBLE MS-
—AND—
G-ranite "Works.
Carriage and Wagon Building
Repairing of all kinds will be 
done at reasonable prices. 
Rubber-Tiring a specialty.
Have now on hand for sale: 2 runabout 
wagons, in good order.
1 single phaeton, just remodeled.
1 2-seated surrey, cheap.
1 spring wagon, no-top.
Residence and Shop, Cross Key, Corner of 
Ridge Pike. Respectfully yours,
R . H .  G R A T E R ,
P. O. Address, Collegeville, Pa 
Keystone ’Phone.
Collegeville Livery and 
Boarding Stable
H. E, B R A N D T, « Proprietor.
Walnut Street and Seventh 
Ave., Royersford, Pa.
FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.
THE B E S T  HARNESS
M A D E  t o  o r d e r .
brWu' 8toik of harness supplies, saddles, 
boots, blankets for summer and 
RltPArl«Hĥ e brooms, combs, brushes, Ac.
Aii RlNG 0F HARNESS a specialty!
Son ,c“°*ce grade cigars. Special atten■ a<m to box trade.
w . E JOHNSON, 
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
Railroad House, Collegeville, Pa.
First-class teams.. at reasonable prices. 
Moving and hauling of all kinds done, as 
I will have the teams to do the work. 
HORSES FOR SALE AND EXCHANGE. 
Give me a call.
ELMER E. ESPENSHIP, Proprietor.
When in Norristown, Pa..
S T O P  A T  T H E
RAM BO HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).
—-oOo ■ ■" t
First-class Accommodations for Man 
and Beast.
Stabling, for 100 horses. Rates reasonable 
Both English and German spoken-
P. K. Gable, Proprietor.
wr w  w  i
60  YEARS' 
EXPERIENCE
K ° bRA ' J  T O W 9 I  H E R A LD  
iobR nu  ®K Binding,
jjj. Perforating, Paging, Number-
Hoiftnaâ  B°°fc8 for Banks and Business 
special attention. Magazines 
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Patents
I RADE MARKS
D e sig n s  
C o p y r ig h ts  A c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 
qulduy ascertain our opinion free whether an invention is probably patentable. Communica­tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken .through Munn A Co. receive 
«pecial notice, wltbqut charge, in theScientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir­
culation of any scientific Journal. Terms, $3 a 
year j four months, 9L Sold by all newsdealers.I nna Co, 361 Broadway, New York
Branch Office. 626 F St* Washington, D. C.
DplT3All kinds of Job Print­
ing tastefully executed at the 
Independent Office at reasona­




To Fit All Heads 
at the Right 
Prices.
Headquarters for the 
very latest styles in head 
wear for Men and Boys. 
Bought in large quanti­
ties at the lowest figures, 
the prices are always 
right to our patrons.
SPECIAL BARGAINS
- I 3 S T -
For Fall and 
Winter Wear
From Pure Worsteds in 
new shades and styles 
that will wear well and 
give satisfaction.
Come and inspect our 
stock.
R. M. ROOT,
3 3 1  H ig h  S t r e e t .
POTTSTOWN. PA.
W hen you
buy FURNITURE and H O U S E -  
FURNISHING GOODS you want 
the style and qualities you are look.- 
ing for and full value for your 
money. Kindly remember that
The Collegeville 
Furniture Store
IS THE PLACE TO GET STYLE, 
QUALITY and VALUE; where 
you can save the expense of trips to 
larger towns or the city anti fre­
quently some cash besides in paying 
for your purchases. I t is always a 
pleasure to show goods. Our stock 
includes various styles of’ Furniture, 
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths, and 
Linoleums.
1 CARPETS CLEANED and RE- 





Orders entrusted to my charge will 





JS^The Independent’s eight pages 
contain local and general news, agri­
cultural notes, short stories and 
interesting miscellaneous reading 




His Suppositious Case Brought 
His Sweetheart to Terms.
By HENRY WALKER. 
[Copyrighted, 1909, by Associated Literary 
Press..]
They sat at the end of the porch and 
discussed the situation calmly. It was 
altogether too torrid for heated argu­
ment. If they felt any inward tumult 
they vented it through their fingers 
rather than their tongues, she by pull­
ing her palm leaf fan idly to pieces 
and he by ruthlessly stripping the hon­
eysuckle vine.
“What’s your objection to next fall, 
Jean? I’m not quizzing you, you 
know, but I do feel a sort of imper­
sonal curiosity.”
“Next fall? Why, it’s August now, 
and fall begins with September, and 
then it’s no time before it’s winter, 
and—I can’t possibly fancy mys»lf a 
settled, married person next winter!"
“Sober, indeed! Matrimony doesn’t  
make people settled nowadays. You 
know you'll be on the go when you’re
V
absurdly dull that she couldn’t  care 
for them if she wanted to.”
“Do you suppose the poor fellows try 
to be oafs?” He spoke protestingly, 
but his face wore the ghost of a smile.
“The result is the same. If I had it 
to do over again I wouldn't let people 
know so soon. There’s no reason why 
a girl shouldn’t enjoy herself.”
“Why, Jean. I thought you were an­
ticipating a hilariously happy winter. 
I’ve been mentally kicking myself for 
wanting to drag you away to dull old 
Italy.”
The smile was quite gone from Jean's 
| face. There was a  suspicious bright­
ness in the dark gray eyes.
“Yes,” he continued, leaning lazily 
back i»  his chair, “I’ve been playing 
donkey. I’d forgotten what It means 
to be bored. I was even silly enough 
to think we’d enjoy long tramps in late 
October and lonesome breakfasts on 
rainy March mornings—I love March— 
and. oh, dozens of dull, prosaic things. 
But, goodness, we’d die of ennui before 
a year was out!”
She finng down the fan and rose, 
angry and hurt, the tears streaming.
“Charles,” she sobbed, “you’re inhu­
man! I came out here to—to—arrange 
things, and—and you th-throw that 
Vermont girl in my face and then tell 
me I’m a bore! You”—she controlled 
, her voice with an effort—“go back to 
Vermont! But she’ll never”-r
He could endure It no longer. “For­
give me, Jean! Yon know I've never 
seen another girl since you said I 
might look at you! Bui I’ve set m.v 
heart on this fall, and you're so stub­
born.”
She straightened and looked at him 
sternly. He tried not to smile.
“Charles,” she asked severely, “did 
you lie?”
“To you!”
“Was there such a person?”
“I never said there was. I just sup­
posed a case. But, I say, Jean, will 
you make It October?"
“No!” She had reached the doorway. 
“September!”
He heard her running lightly up­
stairs. {Stooping, he picked up the mu­
tilated palm fan and folded its remains 
tenderly Into his pocket.
“ a n d  w h a t  w a s  t h i s  r e m a r k a b l e  y o u n g  
p e r s o n ’s  n a m e  ?”
ninety. A little thing like being mar- ! 
ried won’t interfere with your tastes | 
in that line.”
“You think so? I believe you're i 
quite sincere.”
“Thank you.”
“But I’d feel bound to respect your 
tastes and preferences — sometimes. 
And. gradually, you know. I’d fall Into 
the way of asking your opinion of 
things and people and adapting my 
own to it, and then before I realized it 
I’d lose my individuality, and thea”— 
“And then what? I’m interested.” 
"Oh, of course, when we began to 
think the same about things, why. nat­
urally. you’d begin to bore me. And 
you know when married people begin 
to bore each other they’re in a very ■ 
bad way. with so many entertaining 
persons loose in the world.”
He looked at her thoughtfully for a 
moment.
“I say, Jean,” slowly, “I never 
thought of that phase before. There's i 
a great deal in that. It is a terrible j 
thing to be bored, even when the 
boree isn’t bound hand and foot. 1 
suppose one ought to weigh these ] 
considerations carefully and take uo : 
chances. Talk about being bored! I j 
am reminded. Suppose you were a ! 
young fellow of some twenty-six years. I 
with the average allotment of good 
looks and talents and a broken collar i 
bone. Suppose you were shut up to j 
recuperate In a Vermont farmhouse I 
without a relative or friend within j 
eighty miles—you must suppose glori­
ous weather outside that farmhouse | 
as you go. Well, suppose.that a young j 
lady of unusual beauty and chartn : 
and intelligence—golf intelligence and j 
ush intelligence and canoe intelligence j 
—should suddenly drop from the sky. 
or. rather, from Burlington, what j 
would you do, even if you were en | 
gaged? Cotne. now, be honest! Would 
you not fall in love with her?*
Jean’s fan lay quietly in her lap. I 
The little upward curves of her mouth j 
lent her smile a slightly strained look. | 
She gave an unconcerned shrug at his j 
question.
“Burlington! I never heard of that ! 
corner of the world. And what was j 
this remarkable young person's name? j 
You never mentioned ber before."
“Oh. surely you don’t want particu j 
lars in this weather! Your gloomy 
forecast set me thinking. Perhaps■ we 
are too adaptable. 1 suppose that's 
why we’ve liked each other so well. 
Isn’t it awful to think the qualities I 
that attract people before marriage i 
may l»e the very ones to estrange j 
them afterward?”
“Awful! Did Miss Burlington have 1 
indelible opinions? Persons strongly j 
addicted to golf usually have.”
“You’re not going back on golf. 1 
hope. Consider the Carwin cup! But, ' 
as I was saying, if an engaged man 
bored to a certain point is so suscepti­
ble, why not a duly wedded iDdivid- ! 
sal? It’s only a difference of degree, I 
you know.” * j
“Unfortunately I can’t  duplicate my 
experience. I’ve never broken my col­
lar bone, for one thing, and for an- ; 
other thing, the moment a girl is en- ; 
gaged all her masculine acquaintances 
feel bound to make themselves so
The Frenchwoman.
The distinguished quality of the 
Frenchwoman Is her strong common 
sense. She is not a sentimentalist, but 
Is eminently practical. If there Is so 
much comfort, substantiality and se­
curity among the French middle class 
the woman can take the larger share 
of the credit for it. In “France of the 
French” Mr. E. H. Baker says that all 
her domestic affairs are regulated by 
the strictest prudence, carefulness and 
foresight.
The domestic instinct Is so strong In 
the Frenchwoman that the safety of 
her home Is apt to become to her an 
object too absorbing, too exclusive, aud 
to lead to the defects and drawbacks 
which attend all exaggeration. It is 
not the Frenchman so much as the 
Frenchwoman who “fills the stocking” 
with small savings, a little economized 
there, a little here, and who has built 
up a position of some substance for 
many a family who commenced hum­
bly and knew hardship.
, The power of patient industry of the 
French workingwoman is scarcely less 
admirable than her, self abnegation. 
Her qualities stand out more saliently 
than those of the middle class because 
of her inferior opportunities and great­
er trials,
When one considers the wages that 
are earned by the working class In 
France and the cost of food one mar­
vels at the degree of comfort to be 
found in their homes and the well look­
ed after appearance of the children. 
This could never be without the solid 
qualities of the women.
Local Critics.
“Local color” is an excellent adjunct 
to a good story, but it cannot supply 
the place of incident and character. A 
young author now in possession of a 
promising reputation has related how 
this fact was first painfully impressed 
upon his mind. He bad spent the sum­
mer in an ancient seaport of New Eng­
land and desired to reproduce its at­
mosphere of quaint, old fashioned 
tranquillity In a story.
He worked hard over it. When the 
tale was dobe it occurred to him to 
try its effect upon a native resident, a 
retired sea captain, unlitgrary. but in­
telligent.
"Does it seem natural? Is it like the 
place?"
"Yes; oh, yes.” replied the old man 
promptly. “It's like the place. But 
seems to me places were made for 
things, 'and so i been kind o' waitin' 
all along for somethin' to do doin', aDd 
the fust thing that happened was the 
end.”
Still more crushing was the comment 
of another local critic who read the 
story after it was published. Some one 
asked her if it were not well written.
“Land, yes!” said she. “It's written 
real elegant and lifelike as nature, only 
whatever did he write it for?”
Some Doubt About It.
A reception was given by the Med­
ical club In Philadelphia iu honor of 
Sir Lauder Brunton. a noted English 
physician, and in course of the even­
ing he was engaged In a discussion 
of nervous ill temper. After he had 
described the beneficial effects of vari­
ous drugs upon nervous ill tempers he 
said:
“I remember a middle aged woman 
of most nervous disposition who told 
me with tears in her eyes how she 
had once said to her husband:
“ ‘John. 1 know I am cross at times. 
I know that you find me unkind often. 
Sometimes perhaps you think 1 do not 
love you. But. John, remember, when 
such unhappy thoughts assail you that 
if I had ray life to live over again I'd 
marry you just the same.’
“ ‘I’m not so sure of that.’ John re- 
nlied sbortlv.”—Philadeinhia Press.
THE SOLDIER'S SLANG
Army Vernacular as Odd as That 
of the Navy.
MANY QUEER EXPRESSIONS.
A Man Just Enlisted Is Called “a 
Rooky,” and Men Who Enlist at the 
Beginning of Winter and Desert In 
the Spring Are Called “Snowbirds.”
The army has just as odd a vernac­
ular as the navy. To the uninitiated 
some army expressions would convey 
little or no sense, as, for example. If a  
soldier were heard to say, “The top 
told me to report for kitchen police 
and help skin the spuds for slum for 
supper.” the hearer would have sev­
eral guesses before he would come 
anywhere near what this meant in the 
patter of the barracks.
In plain language, it means that the 
first sergeant (the ranking or orderly 
sergeant) had told him to report to the 
cook to assist him In peeling the pota­
toes to make the hash or stew for sup­
per. Hash or stew is always “slum,” 
and the first sergeant is “the top;” 
“kitchen police,” a man who assists the 
cook In the preparation of meals and 
the washing of dishes, pans, etc.
A man who has just enlisted or has 
not<yet been in the ranks long enough 
to be considered a full fledged soldier, 
having learned all his duties, is called 
“a rooky,” and woe be unto the 
“rooky” who gets “fresh” before an 
old sergeant who has been in the 
ranks since before the fresh “rooky” 
was born! He will be told in any but 
gentle terms by the old timer: “Shut 
up aud go about your work. Your 
name is not yet dry on your enlistment 
paper!” meaning that when be was 
sworn in and promised to serve for 
three years and obey the “orders of 
the president and the officers appointed 
over him” he had signed his name to 
this paper and the signature had not 
had time to get dry.
When a man says he is going to  
“take on” or “take to another blan­
ket,” he means that he is going to re- 
eniist. The government, in the cloth­
ing aliowanae for each man, provides 
a blanket; hence the term to “take an­
other blanket."
The guardhouse is called “the mill.” 
Some ill behaved soldier away back In 
the past (the term is a very old one) 
no doubt thought his term in the 
guardhouse ground out toward its end 
very slowly, so he applied this now 
much used name to the prison of the 
garrison.
When “the top” says, “Get your 
blanket and go to the mill,” the sol­
dier knows he is in for a tour of duty 
In the guardhouse, and his blanket 
means one or more nights, for in that 
much to be avoided place nothing is 
supplied in the way of comforts, and 
each occupant carries with him his 
blanket, or more if he has them, to 
make his rest more comfortable.
AH meals are called “chuck,” and 
along toward mealtime the expression, 
‘‘Is it not time for chuck call to blow?” 
is heard very frequently.
“Snowbirds” are men who enlist in 
the winter about the time snow begins 
to fall and the real snowbird puts in 
its appearance and desert in the spring 
when the robin appears. They “take 
on” only to tide over the winter with 
its discomforts.
The oldest man in the company is 
“dad” and the youngest “the kid.
Any deserter is called a “skipper.” 
Two men who share the same small 
tent or whose bunks are side by side 
in the barrack room are called “bunk- 
ies.” This ancient term originated in 
the days of the very old army, when 
the bunks were “built for two” and 
two men slept side by side on a mat­
tress filled with straw and one blan­
ket apiece, much different from today, 
when each man has his hair mattress, 
pillow, sheets and blankets. A “bunky” 
always has a chew or filling for a pipe 
for' his mate, when he might tell an­
other man that he has not enough 
weed to “put under your nail.”
All fines received from a court are 
called “blind,” so that a man who re­
ceived ten days in the guardhouse and 
a fine of $5 would tell his comrades 
that he “got ten days In the mill and 
five blind.”
The commanding officer of a com­
pany or the post Is always the “old 
man.” If he is not liked other terms, 
not parlor talk, are used.
All field musicians are called “wind 
jammers” on account of their janm ing 
of wind into the trumpet that calls the 
men to labor cr rest.
Every man on the completion of his 
term of enlistment is given a dis­
charge. At the bottom of his paper in 
olden times was a space in whi“h the  
character borne by the man during his 
term of enlistment was written. If his 
service had been bad this part of the 
discharge was cut off, and It was 
called “a bobtail.” In speaking of the 
length of time a man has to serve be­
fore he has completed his term of en­
listment the term “butt” means less 
than a year. So to say he has a year 
and a little less than two years ha 
would say “a year and a butt.”
There are a number of men in tha 
ranks who save their money and lend 
it to others. The rate is very high. If 
a man borrows $2 he must pay $4 at 
pay day. This Is called “cent per 
cent.” The term “one more shingle on 
the White House” means that the man 
has completed one more tour of guard 
duty consisting of twenty-four hours.
Many of these terms quoted are of 
very old origin, so old that if you ask 
the oldest man in an orgafiizatlon 
when he heard it first he will proba­
bly tell you. “Oh, it was used when I  
took my first blanket.”—Major B. W. 
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September passed without a single 
thunderstorm. The records of the Philadel­
phia Weather Bureau show that there has, 
during the past thirty-nine years, been an 
average pf three thunderstorms in that 
month.
F rom the Cleveland Plain-Dealer: The 
Massachusetts man who killed himself be­
cause he thought the world was coming to an 
end must have been one of those selfish fel­
lows who always want to be there first and 
get the best seats.
F rom the Washington Herald: A New 
Orleans man laughed so heartily the other 
day that he died before he could get his face 
straight. Let us hope the President’s intro­
duction of Mr. Aldrich as the common peo­
ple’s great and good friend was not responsi­
ble for this sad event.
What is regarded as the most ancient 
coin iu the world is one that was discovered a 
few years ago by a German archaeologist 
during his explorations in North Syria. I t  is 
a coin of pure silver, bearing a perfect Ara- 
mean inscription of Panammu Bar Rerub, 
King of Seharaol, who reigned 800 years B. C.
James A. Story, almost 90 years old, 
has blossomed forth at Cuba, N. Y., as the 
oldest chauffeur, in the United States. He took 
out three other men over 80 for a ride in his 
automobile. That the trio returned home 
alive is a consideration of sufficient moment 
to put to shame some of the young crazy- 
heads who operate ’ mobiles.
No less than 60,000 persons emigrated 
from the United States to Canada last year, 
mostly experienced farmers with capital. 
Canadian officials estimate that they brought 
in $60,000,000 worth of stock, cash and effects, 
and nearly all of them were bound for the 
rich wheat country of the new Cana<Ban 
Northwest. N.
T he planet Mars shines with unusual 
brilliancy in the eastern sky between 7 and 9 
p. m. The present nearness of the planet 
affords an excellent opportunity for astro­
nomical observations. The astronomers of 
Lick Observatory have been making spectro­
scopic studies from the top of Mt. Whitney, 
California, the highest peak in the United 
States, its altitude being about 14,501 feet 
above sea level. The spectrum of Mars was 
compared with the spectrum of the moon. I t  
is known that there is no water vapor on the 
moon, certainly in no appreciable quantity. If 
no difference can be detected between the 
spectrum of Mars and the spectrum of the 
moon under these most favorable conditions, 
it  can be said with safety that water exists on 
Mars in negligibly small quanities. The re­
sults of this expedition have not as yet been 
published. If the results disprove the exist­
ence of a considerable amount of water on the 
planet, the question as to whether or not or­
ganic life exists there will be finally determ­
ined in the negative. That organic life does 
exist upon many planets whirling in space 
can hardly be doubted when the infinity of 
space, and the inconceivable number of 
bodies occupying space, are considered. 
It, is reasonable to suppose that wherever 
physical conditions favor the origin and ex­
istence of organic life, organic life exists. 
Infinite Time, Infinite Space, and Matter 
everywhere in everlasting motion, supply the 
evidence in abundance to prove that our com­
paratively infinitesimal world does not pos­
sess a monopoly of organisms exhibiting a 
wide range of development from tbp lower to 
the higher. I t  may be, however, somewhat 
hard to believe that there exist anywhere in 
space brains capable of furnishing more evi­
dence of presumptive, self-important egoism 
than are to be reckoned with on this planet. 
And yet the chosen ones who assume the pos­
session of special information, through imagin­
ative channels, are usually pretty well satis­
fied with themselves.
The Union Pacific Railroad Company has 
established a railway college for the benefit 
of its employes. I t  is to be available to the 
employes of every department without cost 
with the following objects: .Assisting em­
ployes to assume greater responsibilities; in­
creasing the knowleege and efficiency of em­
ployes, and preparing prospective employes 
for the service. ‘‘The educational feature is 
from a practical standpoint the conditions in 
modern operation, which are constantly 
changing, and in this respect the men will 
get up-to-date practices from leading author­
ities,” said an official of the company.
Mr, Bryan has declared emphatically 
that he has had enough. In a speech made to 
a company of Texas friends he said he would 
rather go down to defeat fighting for the 
people’s cause than be President in favor of 
the protected manufactures. He said he was 
only 30 when he entered national polities,, and 
now he’s nearly 50. He has been at it for 19 
years now, and he has had enough. “I do. not 
desire to hold any office of any kind,” he said 
in his speech. “I do not expect to be nomin­
ated for any office again. I  will not say that 
I will not, under any circumstances, be a 
candidate again. I shall not do this to please 
them. I  will let that pleasure be delayed un­
til the time of my death. But, my friends, I 
say to you that I hope never to be: a candi­
date. I  never expect to be a candidate.”
According to the investigation of the 
United States Geological Survey, Virginia 
was the pioneer coal producing State. The 
occurrence of coal was known in the Rich.* 
mond Basin as early as 1700, and in '1789 
shipments were made to someof the Northern 
States. In 1882, according to R. C, Taylor, 
the production amounted to 48,214 gross 
tons. The first coal was taken from what is 
usually termed the Richmond Basin, a small 
area in the southeastern portion of Virginia, 
near the city of Richmond. This basin is 
situated on the eastern margin of the Pied­
mont Plateau, 13 miles above tidewater, on 
James River. I t  lies in Gooscbland, Hen- 
rice, Powhattan and Chesterfield counties. 
The coal beds are much distorted, and the 
coal is of rather low grade when compared 
with that from other districts with which it 
has to come into competition. This coal is 
now mined only for local consumption.
The price of farm land is governed 
largely by its productiveness, accessibility to 
the markets and the population engaged in 
agricultural pursuits. This being the case it 
"is of the greatest importance that the roads 
be the best possible character, for over 
these nigh ways the farmer is obliged to trans­
port his products to the markets. In a bul­
letin issued by the United States department 
of agriculture is given the resultof an invest­
igation by the office of public roads of that 
department relating to public road mileage, 
revenues, improved roads and expenditures 
in the United States in the year 1904. The 
returns from the various States show that in 
nearly every case the States having the 
highest percentage of improved roads have 
the largest population per mile of road. This 
shows pretty clearly that better roads are a 
powerful factor in increasing the population 
of agricultural communities.
P resident Taft is capable of exhibiting 
refreshing frankness. In evidence whereof 
note the following excerpt from one of his re­
cent public addresses with respect to the 
tariff—the swinish tariff of enlightened (?) 
civilization:
“When it came to the question of reducing the 
duty at this hearing in this tariff bill on wool, Mr. 
Payne in the House, and Mr. Aldrich in the Senate, 
found that in the Republican party the interests of the 
wool growers in the far West and the interests of the 
woolen (worsted) manufacturers in the East and in 
other States, reflected through their representatives in 
Congress, was sufficiently strong to defeat any attempt 
to change the woolen tariff, and that bad it been at­
tempted it would have beaten the bill reported from 
either committee.”
The clear logic of the foregoing is that 
the interests of the wool growers and wool 
manufacturers, and the Republican party, are 
paramount. The people as a whole—the con­
sumers—are the mere bagatelle of sundry 
specialized interests. A very edifying con­
clusion, indeed. The consumers should 
shower applause upon the gods and thank 
high heaven that they are permitted, by a 
higher civilization, to exist at all. Observa­
tions from a local view-point afford renewed 
confidence in the conjecture that Mr. Wanger 
will again be re-elected to Congress; majority 
about as usual. How the people do adore 




Pays Impromptu Visit to Trans­
port Bound to Philippines.
LAYS ANOTHER CORNERSTONE
•3 OUR ANNUAL OPENING K-
WILL BE HELD THIS FALL ON
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, 
October 7, 8 and 9,
The President, With Silver Trowel, 
Spreads Mortar and Places Big 
Block of Granite For New Y. M. C. 
A. Building In San Francisco.
San Francisco, Oct. 6.—After passing 
the entire forenoon in the cities of 
Oakland and Berkeley, across the bay, 
President Taft was welcomed to Sah 
Francisco by a throng which lined the 
walks in some places ton feet deep 
along a line of march extending over 
nearly three miles of the principal 
streets. School children of this city, 
Oakland and Berkeley cheered th,e 
president.
Visiting three cities and passing 
three-quarters of an hour on San Fran­
cisco bay, the president had a busy 
day. As he was crossing from the 
Oakland mole to San Francisco, the 
army transport Thomas was setting 
sail for the Philippines, and by the 
president’s request the revenue cut­
ter Golden Gate, on which he was a 
passenger, was drawn up alongside the 
big vessel, the sides of which were 
lined with soldiers and the families of 
officers. . ,
On the bridge of the transport the 
Philippine constabulary band was 
drawn up and was playing "Hail to the 
Chief” as the president shouted across 
the water to the khaki-clad soldiers: 
Makes President Homesick.- 
“Goodby, boys; I wish you a pleas­
ant voyage.” i
Answering, cheers came,back to the 
president. The propeller of the trans­
port began to churn the water into 
foam, a rippling wave spread from the 
bow as the vessel, gay with flags, 
gained headway and the president 
looked wistfully toward the Golden 
Gate.
“Does It make you feel homesick, 
Mr. President?” asked a member of 
the president’s party.
“Indeed, it does,” replied Mr. Taft, 
“and I would give anything If I were 
going with them.”
The president never loses an oppor­
tunity while on the coast to speak a 
good word for the Philippines, and he 
always is sure of a responsive appre­
ciation. Referring to his own experi­
ences a t Manila in one of his ad­
dresses he said:
“You never can tell what the future 
is going to bring about., It seemed a 
long way around to the White House 
to go out 10,000 miles into the tropics, 
hut that Is where It landed me.”
The president, upon his arrival in 
San Francisco, was taken for a three- 
mile carriage ride, during which he re­
viewed nearly all the school children 
of the city.
Next the president laid the corner 
stone of the new Young Men’s Chris­
tian Association building and express­
ed again the Interest he always feels 
in Y. M. C. A. work. Mr. Taft has 
what he delights to refer to as his 
"Y. M. C. A. speech.” He has laid 
cornerstones for this class of build­
ings in Shanghai, Hong Kong, all 
through the United States and in many 
other parts of the world.
Being a Mason, Mr. Taft always 
works hard when he has the task of 
laying a cornerstone, and the cere­
mony was no exception to the rule. 
With a silver trowel he spread mortar 
for fully live minutes before the big 
block of granite was ready to he low­
ered Into its place.
BEAR FIGHTS FARMERS
Was Killed In Swamp After Running 
Battle of Mile.
Port Jervis, N. Y., Oct. 6.—In a des­
perate encounter a big bear was killed 
a t McKane farm, back of Shonola, Pike 
county, Pa., by George and Cleveland 
McKane, father and son. The bear was 
eating apples in the orchard. The elder 
McKane put a bullet in the beast’s 
neck, and then a running fight was 
kept up for a mile to a swamp. In the 
swamp the beast charged the elder 
McKane, disarmed him and tore a 
sleeve from his coat. Young McKane 
fired a bullet into the beast’s brain, 
killing i t  The carcass weighed 400 
pounds. It measured six feet.
Car Famine on Railroads.
Baltimore, Oct. 0.—For the first time 
since the early part of 1907 the rail­
road* entering Baltimore, especially 
thosehaving a large coal tonnage, are 
face to tp.ce with a car famine. So 
serious has the situation become in the 
mining regions of Maryland that the 
Baltimore & Ohio railroad began dis­
tributing coal cars on the percentage 
basis.
Football Player Dies of Injuries.
Pottsville, Pa., Oct. 8.—Robert Mil­
lington, the football player of the local 
high school eleven, who was injured in 
a  game a t Shamokln Saturday with 
the high school team of that place, 
4A«d a t the Pottsvllle hospital as a 
result.
The Peanut Crop Is Short. 
Petersburg, Va., Oct. 6.—The peanut 
crop in Virginia and North Carolina 
will show a big decrease in yield this 
year, according to reports from differ-
H i uatirau at thnee two stales.
Idle
D o lla rs
Are good only for their face value, 
Dollars a t work earning interest are 
servants making more dollars. Put 
your idle money to work and keep it 
busy. The
WHEN YOB WANT TO BBY OB NELL REAL ESTATE
it is an easy matter to inquire of us and 
we will certainly be pleased to give yonr' 
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t 
succeed in doing business with you the 
loss is ours, not yours.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
39 E. Main Street,
Norristown, Pa.
AMATEUR
Safe, conservative, and with a stead­
ily growing volume of business affords 
you the opportunity te keep your 
dimes and dollars hustling and in­
creasing your income.
3 PER CENT, paid en Time De. 
posits.
2 PER CENT, on Active Accounts.
This bank appreciates the favors 
of its patrons and persists in giving 
the best service to all.
2 0  Y E A R S
O F  TIM E.
A long time, but only the over, 
age life for a watch.
A dollar or two per year Is 
very little when yon think of the 
satisfaction of having an all the 
time right watch. And again we 
have watches which are good for 
25 or 30 years or more.
Let ns show yon onr reliable  
Am erican W atches nt popular  
prices.
d. D. S A L L A D E ,
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,
16 E. Main Street,




AUTOMOBILES TO HIRE. LOT OF 
CARRIAGES for sale a t reasonable 
prices, including oae new surrey.
NEW PIANOS of best makes from $150 
upward. Pianos for rent.
HENRY YOST, JR.,* Collegeville, Pa.
U IB L L  STOCK © F
Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No­
tions are being closed out at greatly re­
duced prices.
Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,
Main St., Near Station,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
OR EXPERT
WHICH WILL EXECUTE 
lOIJR WILL ?
Yonr best friend has never 
done it before*—we have made 





First - Class Bread,
Cakes, Pies, 
Candies, Etc.
ICE CREAM—ALL FLAVORS. I am 
thankful to the public for patronage re­
ceived and hope to merit a continuance ol 
the same.
CHARLES KCHST*
D AVID CULP, JK.,
a ck sm ith  and Horseshoer
he old stand on Main Street, 
s, near Perkiomen Bridge All 
>lacksmitbing done. Horseshoe s
;ialtv.
t a r e  Yonr H orses^
against loss by death from disease or 
dent in the L O WE R  P R OVI DE ? ^
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSCRANth^ 
Pull amount of appraisement paid wn
°CCUra- I. Z. REINER, President-
JOHN W. BARRY, Sec’y, Eaglevill®- 
WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon- 
Appraisers:
THEO. DETWILER, E»jJeviLle; 
ROBISON, Collegeville; W. *• ° Ea8, 
Trooper; JAMES A. MORGAN, 11 
Penn St., Norristown. ^
Advertise Yonr Sales I® 
Independent.
STATE AND GENERAL NEWS, 7
HEADQUARTERS FOR
M e n ’s  F u r n is h in g  G o o d s  !
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF 
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR 
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Skirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything 
y0u are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS 
Kill keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND IN8PECT OUR STOCK.
TAFT LAYS A 
CORNERSTONE
Handled Silver Trowel at Cere­
mony in Portland, Ore.
W M .  H I .  G I L B E R T ,
132 WEST MAI* STREET,
IMS. NORRISTOWN, PA.
Reductions in Furniture.
Solid Oak Bedroom Salles Reduced from 925 to 930; 930 to 
|25 ; 940 to 935. Bay yoar furniture sow aad save dollars.
Solid Chain Rag Carpet, from 45 to 65 Cents per yard.
Great Redaction in Priees in Dinner ware.
Remember oar MADE-TO-ORDER SUITS for Men and Boys.
IULP & MOYER, &EATEEFOED, PA.
Dealers in STORE GOODS of Every Description,
tap  STANDARD AND DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINES PROM $80 to $40.
f — --------------------- — ----------- s-------- :— \—
GOOD FISHING. GOOD GUNNING. GOOD BATHING.
O C E A N S I D E
North Stone Harbor, New Jersey 
]STO  B O N E S
Improved Lots $300 and up 
EASY TERMS
City Water, Drainage, Cement Walls, Good Streets 
FREE EXCURSION, Wednesday and Sunday
Main Si.. SlMDSON BftOS. Norp1,S.lOWn
LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES
Dickerson & Matz, Gen. Sales Agents, Penna. Building,
Philadelphia.
We have quite a number 
of Inquiries 
FOR FARMS !
For N4LE.Farms, residences, hotels, building 
sites—all locations, prices and terms. 
Also a number of houses in Norristown, 
Bridgeport and Conshobocken.
Money to loan on first mortgage.
[If you wish to sell send 
us word.
G O T W A L S  & B E Y E R ,
|S5 E. Main St NORRISTOWN. PA.
J  A. MOONEY,
(FORM EBLT OF N O RBISTO W N ,)
Blacksmith • Horseshoer
G R A T E R FO R D , PA .
Shoeing of road and track horses a 
specialty. First-class new and repair 
pork in all branches of blacksmitbing, at 
popular prices.
I ”our patronage solicited, 
p25-3 ai.
h e n r y  g . f l y .
(Successor to J. R. Christman,)







peved in .COLLEGEVILLE every Tues- 
I V • da^’ Thursday and Saturday.
L  ad orders promptly attended to.
IgjL ̂  per pound for veal calves andP ' e«ra for delivery.
k e y s t o n e
M  Brick and Tile Works,
RO Y ER SFO R D , P A .
THOS. B. WILSON,
3-15.  ̂ Eagleville, Pa.
BURGLARS' TOOLS.
Most of Them Made by Supposedly 
Reepectable Mechanics.
Every little while, said a detective 
recently, the police arrest a man with 
a set of burglar’s tools in his posses­
sion. and one naturally wonders where 
they all come from.
It Is easy to, buy a gun of any de­
scription, and the most reputable per­
son would not be ashamed to be seen 
purchasing the most wicked looking 
knife ever made. Bat who would know 
where to get a “Jimmy" or a device 
for drilling into a safe or any of the 
many tools used by the professional 
burglar in the pursuit of his calling?
There are places In the large cities 
where these things are made and sold 
to the users, but such places are ex­
ceedingly scarce. It may seem a little 
strange to learn that most of the tools 
used In burglaries are made by mer 
chanics who are looked upon as re­
spectable men in the community.
When a burglar wants any particu­
lar tool made be goes to a mechanic 
who can do the job and pays him per­
haps five times what It is actually 
worth for making the tool and keeping 
quiet about It. Many detectives can 
recall cases of this kind that have 
come to light.
One In . particular occurred some 
years ago when an escaped convict 
named Williams went to a blacksmith 
and got him to make a lot of drills to 
be used tn safe cracking.. He person­
ally superintended the tempering of 
the steel, but when the job was nearly 
completed it leaked out. and Williams 
was arrested. In this instance the 
blacksmith knew nothing of the use tr 
which the tools were to be put. Most 
of the tools used by burglars are se­
cured in the same way.—Philadelphia 
Inquirer.
Shoemaker’s. Candles.
I well remember some seventy years 
ago seeing flat candles in use. To 
produce what was known as the flat 
candle, which was also sometimes 
called “shoemaker’s candle.” two new­
ly made “d ,)s" were pressed close to 
each other while soft and then again 
lowered into the hot fat, thus bolding 
them together as one candle with two 
wicks. The size could then be Increas­
ed if desired. This flat candle was 
most generally used by shoemakers 
and tailors, but. was made use of in 
some households whenever an extra 
bright light for working or reading 
was required.—Cor. Dickensian.
SUPPORTS ALL CHURCHES
President Declares That No Church
That Preaches Doctrine of True Re­
ligion Will Lack His Support to
Make It More Influential.
President Taft on Sunday preached 
another sermon. The scene changed 
from the Mormon tabernacle at Salt 
Lake City, TJtah, a week ago, to the 
cornerstone laying of the First Univer- 
salist church in Blast Portland, Ore.
The president handled the silver 
trowel and worked hard to see that 
the stone was properly adjusted. His 
apparent earnestness in setting the 
stone called out great applause from 
the open air audience.
The president referred to his vari­
ous church experiences, and In con­
cluding said:
“No church In this country, however 
humble it may be, that preaches the 
doctrine of true religion and true mor­
ality will lack my earnest support to 
make it more influential whenever op­
portunity offers.’’
The president’s train later left for 
Sacramento, Cal.
Mr. Taft had a truly religious day. 
which began when he attended the 
morning services at the First Unitar­
ian church in Portland and listened to 
a sermon by Rev. W. G. Eliot, Jr. Fol­
lowing this service the president was 
the guest of honor at a luncheon ten­
dered by Senator Bourne and which 
included the various state and city of­
ficials.
The line of march followed by the 
presidential party to East Portland 
was crowded and there was handclap­
ping and cheering all along the way. 
After the president had been intro­
duced at the cornerstone laying by 
Rev. James Corby, pastor of the 
church, he said:
“I don’t know that any one ques­
tions the propriety of my being here 
and officiating on such an occasion as 
this or that an explanation of any sort 
is called for. But I want to say that I 
believe It to be the duty of the presi­
dent of these United States to welcome 
and to suggest every instrument by 
which the morals and religion of the 
community may be elevated and main­
tained. Not long ago I officiated at 
the cornerstone laying of an Orthodox 
Congregational church in Washington. 
Then I appeared in the pulpit of a 
Jewish tabernacle at Pittsburg. But a 
few dayg, ago I helped to lay the cor-’ 
nerstone of a Catholic institution at 
Helena, Mont.
“And now it is my great pleasure to 
assist here in laying the cornerstone 
of this Universalist church, which, like 
my own, the Unitarian church, is 
known as a liberal one.
“I am glad always to be present at 
such occasions as these, for; I believe 
the cornerstone of modern civilization 
must continue to be religion and mor­
ality.” . 2
Wright Flies Up-the Hudson.
An aeroplane flashed past the white 
dotaie of Grant’s tomb, at New York, 
and then, turning gracefully in mid­
air over the waters of the Hudson, 
shot like a falcon back to Governor’s 
Island, ten miles away. Wilbur Wright, 
of Dayton, O., thus placed his name In 
the rank with' Hudson and Fulton in 
one of the most spectacular feats in 
the history of aeronautics.
Over the mass of warships, from 
whose decks the hoarse cheers of the 
sailors were borne up to him in his 
elevated seat, he flew for twenty 
miles—ten miles up an d . ten miles 
back—remaining in the air for thirty- 
three minutes and thirty-three seconds 
and alighting at the aerodrome with­
out a mishap. ,
During the flight’business was prac­
tically at a standstill in all that part, 
of Manhattan from which a view of 
his remarkable performance was avail­
able. Harbor craft shrieked their ap­
plause, cheer after cheer swept Up 
from the banks' of the .Hudson and the 
lower bay—for the Dayton aviator had 
“made good,” crowning the aviation 
program of the Hudson-Fulton cele­
bration with a record.
Peary Hero of Naval Parade.
New York, both city and state, gave 
to Commander Robert E. Peary such 
a welcome home as few returning 
heroes can ever hope to receive. 
From the bridge of his Arctic ship 
Roqsevelt, Commander Peary, with his 
wife by his side, was the most promi­
nent feature, of the sixty-mile Hudson- 
Fulton naval parade from New Y«rk 
to Newburgh. All the way, land and 
water vied with each other in hurling 
their cheers of congratulation through 
the air to the white little ship where­
on the tall military looking man 
smiled back his answer to their greet­
ings. Meanwhile Captain Bartlett 
was kept at work so incessantly with 
the whistle cord answering the sa­
lutes of passing craft that Chief En­
gineer Wardwell called up from the 
engine room that he would not have 
steam enough to move the vessel if 
they didn’t  stop the whistle.
Girl 17 Weighs 625 Pounds. 
Weighing 625 pounds, although only 
seventeen years old, Gertie May Davis, 
from. Wavnp county. W. Va.. is in Un-
fontown, Pa., with her father, Joseph 
Davis, seventy-six years old, and who 
weighs 140 pounds, and la  the father 
of twenty-five children, of whom twen­
ty-four are alive.
Davis has been married four times. 
Gertie’s mother is still living, and 
weighs 130 pounds. Gertie weighed 7 
pounds at birth, 51 pounds when ten 
months old, and 160 pounds at the age 
of three years. She has gained eighty 
pounds in the last year.
She had a sister who weighed 720 
pounds when she died at the age of 
sixteen years. Gertie’s health has al­
ways been the best. She attends a 
school in the winter and travels with 
her father in the summer.
When asked If physicians ever gave 
any reason for his daughter growing 
so fast, Mr. Davis said: “Yes; they say 
it Is good health.”
Falls 18 Stories-^Hits Spiked Fence.
Falling from the eighteenth floor of 
a skyscraper office building near 
Broad and Chestnut streets, Phila­
delphia, Robert Bradbury met a 
horrible death in sight of hundreds of 
spectators. Mystery surrounds the 
cause of his fall. When he attracted 
the attention of spectators by his 
screams he was rapidly railing through 
the air in the rear of the buildings on 
a small thoroughfare known as Watts 
street. When he finally landed on a 
spiked fence his body was literally 
cut into pieces. It is not known from 
which of two buildings, both of them 
more than twenty stories high, he fell.
Engineer Knocked Senseless In Cab.
A stone picked up by the locomo­
tive at Rahway, N. J., knocked Engi­
neer William Cooper senseless in his 
cab, and the Philadelphia express he 
was guiding ran at full speed for sev­
eral miles before the fireman noticed 
that there was no one at the throttle, 
and, climbing into the other side of the 
cab, he found Cooper bleeding and 
senseless on the floor. The engineer 
was struck by the flying stone as he 
leaned from the window. The fireman 
ran the train to Rahway, where an­
other engineer was obtained to run 
the train to Philadelphia.
Threw Himself Under Train.
Paul Effinger, forty years of age, a 
well, known local character, commit* 
ted suicide by throwing himself on 
the railroad tracks in front of a mov­
ing draft of freight cars at Altoona, 
Pa. It is said Effinger had been drink­
ing and was despondent. While seated 
near the railroad, he remarked to a 
companion that he Intended to put his 
head under the wheels when the cars 
were started. A moment later the cars 
moved, and he made his threat good 
before he could be prevented.
Woman Torn to Pieces by Lions.
A young woman committed suicide 
in Paris, France, in a frightful man­
ner. Having had a quarrel with her 
lover, who is a lion tamer in a theater 
in which three lions are introduced, 
the woman went behind the scenes and 
thrust her arm into the cage. The ani­
mals were wild with rage, and with a 
few blows of their claws tore her head 
and breast to pieces. The woman’s 
fearful screams and the rears of the 
animals caused a panic among the 
audience.
Bryans Wedded Twenty-five Years.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bryan observed 
their twenty-fifth wedding anniversary 
at Fairview, near Lincoln, Neb., the 
house being decorated with flags and 
flowers and filled with messages and 
presents from all parts of the world. 
Their three children and two grand­
children were at home, and the former 
aided in receiving the long lone of 
neighbors who called.
Bull Gouges Out Child’s Eye.
Beatrice Reed, a seven-year-old girl 
of Mahanoy City, Pa., while playing ih 
a field on her father’s farm In Locust 
valley, ..was attacked by a vicious bull 
and her eye gouged out by the horn 
of the infuriated animal. Farm hands 
prevented further violence to the child 
by chasing the bull off.
Bank Robbers Get $10,000.
, Two men entered the Citizens Na­
tional bank at Glenwood Springs. 
Colo., and after holding up the two 
clerks, robbed the safe and escaped on 
horseback with $10,000. The- men en­
tered as though they were customers. 
While one man Covered the clerks the 
other looted the safe and the cash 
drawer. .
Will Give School $1,700,000.
Charles 7J. Pratt, who is the gen­
eral secretary of the Standard Oil 
company and president of the Pratt 
institute, of Brooklyn, announced that 
he and his sister, Mrs. E. B. Dane, 
would soon give to the school an .en­
dowment fund of $1,700,000.
Boy Smothered Picking Coal.
A cavity in an abandoned stripping 
a t Beaver Brook, near Hazleton, Pa., 
from which Robert and John Price and 
William Wear, three boys, who were 
picking coal, collapsed and smothered 
Robert Price. The others were revived.
Mexico Loses $20,000,000 Crop.
^Unprecedented cold weather in the i 
valleys In the vicinity of Mexico City, 
Mex., has destroyed the corn crop. It I 
is estimated that the loss will reach 
$20,000,000.
Thousands Face Starvation.
Suffering of victims of the recent f  
floods at Monterey, Mex., is acute, and : 
unless something is done thousands 
must starve.
Prominent Democrat Dead.
Colonel W. R. Mofrison, for many ' 
years a leader In the Democratic party 
and a veteran of the Mexican War, 
siaH at hi« home at Waterloo. 111.
SHE IS  SICK OF MATRIMONY
Woman With Six Husbands Pleads 
Guilty to Bigamy Charge.
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 6.—Grace E. 
Chapman pleaded guilty to a charge of 
bigamy in Justice Miller’s court at her 
preliminary trial here, admitting she 
had married six men without having 
obtained a divdrce from any of them.
“Yes, I’m guilty,” she testified. “I’ve 
had six husbands and I’m sick of mat­
rimony. Most of the men I married 
were farmers. I would live with them 
until I got tired of them and then I’d 
leave. They were so tiresome.”
“Were you ever divorced?”.
“Not that Lknow of,” Mrs. Chapman 
replied.
Mrs. Chapman was unable to fur­
nish a bond of $2000 and was remand­
ed to jail. -
SHOT CONSTABLE
Stranger on Way to Jail Firea Way to 
F rsedom.
Lancaster, Pa., Oct. 6. — Constable 
Andrew Keesey arrested a stranger for 
selling whiskey on the street. While 
holding his prisoner with the left hand 
the stranger drew’ a revolver, and, 
reaching over Keesey’s shoulder, shot 
him in the right breast between the 
fourth and fifth ribs.
Keesey fired four shots at the stran­
ger as he fled up the street, but missed 




Arctic Gleb Expects to Get Over 
$100,000 For Vessel.
New York, Oct. 6—Commander Rob­
ert E. Peary’s ship, the Roosevelt, from 
which he made his dash to the North 
Pole, is for sale, and the members of 
the Peary Arctic club want to sell It 
to the federal government or to any 
man or company that wishes to use it 
as a whaling vessel.
The Peary Arctic club expects to 
sell the Roosevelt for much more than 
her insured value, $100,000. To build 
the vessel cost more than that amount, 
but her uses are limited. The strong 
prow and the protected hull designed 
to aid her in plowing through the ice 
floes will make her a useful whaling 
craft.
The club will receive Commander 
Peary’s proof that he reached the 
pole and will provide for its publica­
tion.
The official receipt of Peary’s report 
will probably be simultaneous with Its 
submission to the geographical socie­
ties who are to pass upon its scien­
tific merits.
Cook Records Go to Denmark First.
Copenhagen, Denmark, Oct. 6.—Pro­
fessor Torp, the rector of the univer­
sity here, has received the following 
cablegram from Dr. Cook: “The press 
reports are incorrect. My records will 
go to you first.”
DELUDED MAN SW IM S RIVER
Tries to Escape Fancied Pursuit In the 
Susquehanna.
Harrisburg, Pa., Oct. 6.—Deluded in­
to the belief that he was being follow­
ed by murderous-looking negroes, Pat­
rick J. Drain, of Houtsdale, Par:, a na­
tional organizer of the United Mine 
Workers of America, who, was on his 
way to the anthracite coal mines, wad­
ed and swam the Susquehanna river 
twice.
Drain had been stopping a t the St. 
James hotel, and he lowered himself 
from his bedroom on the upper floor 
with a rope made of bedclothes. Run­
ning to the river, he crossed diagon­
ally and landed at West Fairview, over 
a mile from his starting point.
Still believing that he was being 
pursued, he turned back and returned 
to Harrisburg. His behavior attracted 
the attention of some early risers at 
West Fairview, who notified the po­
lice, who found Drain in an exhausted 
condition and took him to jail to await 
the arrival of friends.
AT LEAST 30 DEAD 
IN MINE EXPLOSION
Sixty Men Entombed in British 
Columbia Colliery.
Nanaimo, B. C., Oct. 6.—Thirty lives 
are known to have been lost in an ex­
plosion that entombed sixty men fn 
the extension mine of the Wellington 
Colliery company here.
Twenty-five of the imprisoned men 
were rescued, but the rapidly spread­
ing fire prevented the rescuers from 
completing their work. Eight bodies 
were recovered and the workers are 
making every effort to force further 
entrance Into the two levels affected 
Dy the explosion in an effort to save 
any who may be living and to recover 
the bodies of the dead before they are 
consumed.
The fire is constantly gaining head­
way, and while It continues there is 
little hope of the rescuers being able 
ri' t*oaoh the imnrisoned men.
CRANE TO INSIST 
ON OPEN DOOR
China Won’t Be Allowed to Show 
Commercial Preference.
TO UPHOLD HAY’S POLICY
it Is Believed Minister Was Recalled 
to Washington to Confer With Sec­
retary Knox on Mining Concessions 
Granted to Japan In Manchuria.
Washington, O ct 6.—At the sta ts 
department there was a disposition to 
minimize the significance of the recall 
of Charles R. Crane, minister to China, 
just as he was about to sail from San 
Francisco to his post. Acting Secre­
tary Adee declined to discuss the re­
call, but intimated that it was merely 
for the purpose of giving Mr. Crane 
some additional Instructions.
Tne theory that a minister is halted 
3000 miles away just as he Is about ta 
go on board a transport sailing for the 
Orient, and brought back to Washing­
ton merely for some routine Instruc­
tions, is not readily accepted here, and 
the belief is general that matters of 
unusual importance are to be discuss­
ed by Secretary Knox with Minister 
Crane.
It is surmised that information has 
been received regarding the agreement 
between China and Japan relative to 
the latter securing some extremely 
valuable mining concessions In South­
ern Manchuria In connection with ths 
Manchurian railroad that may mako 
this government insist anew on the 
“open door.” It Is’understood that the 
first reports of the treaty between 
those two countries were piecemeal 
and Indefinite. It is thought that later 
and fuller Information may have dis­
closed an agreement that entrenches 
upon the policy announced by Secre­
tary Hay in 1902, and agreed to by the 
great powers of the world.
If Japan has been granted a mo­
nopoly of mining rights in Manchuria 
the principle for which Mr. Hay con­
tended and which has been reiterated 
by Secretaries Root and Knox, has 
been infringed. It is not known here 
that the China-Japan agreement is the 
cause of Minister Crane's summons to 
Washington, but gossip in some cir­
cles would indicate that it is.
THIS LOVER BOUND - 
TO HAVE KIS GIRL
Chloroformed Mother In Bed 
and Carried Her Off.
Boston, O ct 6.—A curious case of 
determination by a lover to have his 
girl, and the lengths to which he dared 
go, was reported to the police.
John H. Burnham, aged twenty-two, 
chloroformed his sweetheart’s mother 
as she slept and carried the girl off 
from her side. A sum of money also 
disappeared.
At least this is tEe charge brought 
against him by Mrs. Florence Y. Hig­
gins, with whose daughter Mildred he 
had been keeping company.
She told the police the girl must 
have given Burnham the keys to her 
house in the Jamaica Plains district, 
and so enabled him to enter it.
It is presumed she went away with 
him voluntarily. No trace of them 
has been found.
BANKER MUST SERVE TERM
John R. Walsh, Wrecker of Chicago 
institution, Loses Appeal. 
Chicago, Oct. .5. •*- John R. Walsh, 
convicted of misapplication of the 
funds of the Chicago National bank, 
must serve the sentence of five years’ 
imprisonment imposed upon him by 
the trial jury, save in the event that 
the supreme court upsets the affirma­
tion of the verdict of guilty handed 
down by the United States circuit 
court of appeals here.
Counsel for Walsh have thirty days 
in which to file application for a re­
hearing by the court of appeals. Mean­
while Walsh will be at liberty under 
his present bonds of $50,000.
“Good Roads or No Rural Post.” 
Decatur. HI., Oct. 6.—“Good roads or 
no rural delivery,” was the plea of 
Postmaster W. R. Jewell, of Danville, 
111., in an address before the first and 
second class postmasters of the state 
in convention here.
Bay State Governor’s Home Burned.
Boston, Oct. 6. — The Boston resi­
dence of Governor Eben S. Draper, 150 
Beacon street, In the Back Bay section 
of this city, was practically reduced to 
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8 FARM AND GARDEN.
BLACKBERRY CULTURE.
iPlanting May Be Done In the Fall or 
Spring.
The blackberry may be planted In 
the fall or early In the spring. But If 
{planted too early In the fall young 
igrowth may start, which Is likely to 
Ibe winter killed. The soil should be 
well prepared and the plants set a lit­
tle  deeper than they were in the nurs- 
«ry in rows about eight feet apart and 
three feet apart in the rows. Some 
{growers prefer planting them In hills 
«even or eight feet apart each way, 
thus finding them easier to control. 
{Larger fruit Is so produced, as they 
'jean be kept cultivated both ways. 
{Summer pruning is Important with the 
(blackberry, as the lower the canes can 
ibe kept the better they are likely to 
<ome through the winter and the eas- 
.ller they are to handle. Summer prun­
ing consists In merely pinching back 
the young growth to within about 
eighteen inches of the ground, after 
which side shoots will be thrown out. 
lit is better to err on the side of low 
{pinching than to let the canes get too 
tall.
The summer pruning may If delayed 
' cause la te J growth, which will not 
Tlpen: hence it should be done In time 
or not at all In the spring the laterals 
«hould be headed back to within elght-
M O n i F I C  BLA C K B ER R IES— 100 B U SH E L S  TO 
F IF T H  O F  AH ACHE.
teen inches or two feet of the main 
icanes. Old canes and the weakest of 
|new ones should be cut out In the fall 
-or early in the spring each year. There 
I will be a light crop of fruit the second 
jyear and a full crop the third year. 
(Four or five full crops are about as 
much as should be taken from one 
{plantation.*' *>*“- —
f  The blackberry Is not grown so 
(largely as it might be. I t  Is one of 
jtbe most profitable fruits to grow 
i where it succeeds well. Where there 
11s not danger of winter killing a well 
(drained clay loam is probably best for 
|the blackberry, as It Is cooler and 
(more retentive of moisture than light­
e r  soils. The blackberry must have 
{plenty of soil moisture when the fruit 
lls ripening, otherwise but little of 
|tbe crop will develop. In the north, 
(where hardiness is of greater conefld- 
leration than conservation of moisture, 
itbe poorer and warmer soils are pre­
ferred, as the blackberry on these soils 
idoes not make as rampant a growth 
and hence ripens its wood better.
The berry patch shown in the cut 
was pruned late in August. One-fifth 
iof an acre yielded 100 bushels.
Moles Friends of the Farmer.
A distinguished naturalist carefully 
'examined the stomachs of fifteen moles 
caught in different localities, but failed 
to discover therein the slightest ves­
tige of plants or roots; on the contrary, 
they were filled with the remains of 
earthworms. Not satisfied by this 
[fact, be shut up several moles in a 
box containing sods of earth, on which 
ifresb grass was growing, and a Smaller 
cage of grubs u..d earthworms. In 
mine days two moles devoured 849 
white worms, 193 earthworms, 25 cat­
erpillars and a mouse (skin and bones), 
which bad been alive in the box. He 
tnext gave them nothing but vegetables. 
|ln twenty-four hours two tnoles died 
of starvation. Another naturalist cal­
culated that two moles destroyed 20,- 
•000 white worms or grubs in a single 
year. If this is correct it is a strong 
iargament in favor of multiplying 
rather than destroying the moles.
WASTE OF THE FARMER.
The Open Top Tree.
It is not necessary to go over the 
tree trying to cut oft every little twig. 
The leaders are the ones that need at­
tention. When beading in these lead­
ers it Is best to cut them off to a side 
branch rather than to dormant bud. 
Frequently when an inexperienced 
man practices heading in hb is tempt­
ed to shear the tree all over and leave 
it a smooth, oval form. It will be 
seen that this is very different from 
the method described above, where 
only the leaders are cut back and the 
side shoots thinned so as to leave an 
open top. The amount' of heading in 
to be done should vary from year to 
year, according as the crop promises 
to be large or small. As the tree gets 
older less heading in is usually neces­
sary.
Sugar Beets.
Last year was a banner year for 
sugar beets, but the estimate is made 
by the United States department of 
agriculture that the present year will 
eclipse all past records, as it is expect­
ed that over 500,000 short tons of beet 
sugar will be made.
Agricultural Reform the Most Urgent 
of Modern Problems.
George T. Powell recently wrote a 
Setter on ‘T he Farmer’s Wastefulness” 
which was printed in one of the secu­
lar dailies. He declares that “the most 
urgent problem before our nation to­
day is not the tariff, but the preven­
tion of the great wastefulness in agri­
cultural methods that occurs every­
where in the United States and the dis­
semination of scientific information 
that shall lead to soil restoration and 
improvement.” The proposition is ir­
refutable.
Responsible authorities have estimat­
ed the amount of the food bill of the 
American people a t a little more than 
$12,000,000,000 a year. That both the 
first cost and the retail price of most 
of the articles on. the list«ould be and 
should be materially reduced there can 
be no question.
As Mr. Powell declares, very few of 
our farmers have even a vague notion 
of the cost of the products. The mak­
ers of farm implements, of clothing, 
hats, shoes, furniture and other arti­
cles bought by farmers, know to the 
fraction of a cent the cost of the mer­
chandise. There are and there can be 
no wasteful or haphazard methods in 
manufacturing or in commercial busi­
ness. The inevitable penalty of Indif­
ference to cost in those lines is failure. 
Except In rare instances, no other 
methods are followed on the farm. In 
that industry it Is not the producer 
upon whom the penalty falls. The con­
sumer pays for the waste, Indifference 
and ignorance of the producer.
Because of sundry legends handed 
down from generation to generation 
there Is a general belief that a  farm­
er’s life is of arduous and poorly re­
quited toll. Much of that belief Is ut­
ter nonsense. The average farmer 
works harder today than does the av­
erage man in any other line of indus­
try. His reward Is determined chiefly 
by the Intelligence which he applies to 
his operations.
Elm H i i 't  Cancer.
The famous Bertram elm in Salem, 
Mass., has a cancer. I t  was noticed 
for some time that no cavities showed 
on the elm. This was proof to the ex­
perienced eye that there was decay in­
side the tree.
An investigation showed that the elm 
had a cancer on the inside, which, if 
allowed to grow, would kill the tree 
in a few years. Incisions were made 
and portions of the inside were found 
to be punk. Tiny roots had begun 
spreading inside this growth. Efforts 
are now being made to remove the can­
cer.
This elm is famed for Its size and 
beauty. The trunk measures twenty- 
seven feet in circumference, and its 
age has been reckoned as 100 years. 
The estate was formerly the home of 
Captain John Bertram, one of Salem’s 
famous merchants of olden days.
Irish Potatoes.
Late Irish potatoes can be planted 
in July. No potato crop yields more 
bountifully than the late Irish potato 
crop when the months of August and 
September have a good , rainfall. In 
fact, one good soaking rain the first 
part of September will Insure a good 
crop of potatoes. The fall grown po­
tatoes are much more prolific and 
freer from a strong and oftentimes 
acrid taste than those grown in the 
spring. A frequent practice among 
potato growers and a very injurious 
one to potatoes is to put strong, fresh 
stable manure in the furrow when the 
potatoes are dropped before covering 
them with plow. Such an application 
not only produces scab on the pota­
toes, but often makes them waxy, im­
pairing their flavor and reducing their 
quality for the market and for home 
consumption as well.
Take Care of the Dog.
A New Jersey man with an eye to 
the health and comfort of our canine 
friend has invented a kennel which 
will make the dog’s life a happier one. 
The kennel Is made in two parts, and 
the top section opens on a hinge so 
that the straw may be aired every day 
and quickly changed when necessary. 
Studs on the lower portion fit into 
plates on the lower part so that the 
whole Is a firm structure when closed. 
Animals as well as human beings are
MAGNETISM.
Some of the Peculiar Properties of This 
Strange Force.
The true nature of magnetism as 
such, of course, is not known. All 
that we can be sure of is that mag­
netic attraction does not radiate out­
ward in all directions as does light 
but simply acts along lines consisting 
of closed curves and called lines of 
force, these lines connecting the two 
poles and not extending very far out­
ward between them. _ These curves 
may be found very nicely by placing a 
horseshoe magnet under a thin sheet 
of paper and sprinkling iron filings on 
top. The filings will collect along the 
lines.
Now. as to the different kinds of 
magnets, there are natural, artificial 
and electro magnets'. The natural ones 
are found as magnetic ore in the earth, 
the artificial ones aye made by stroking 
a piece of iron or steel with a mag­
net, and the electro magnets are caus­
ed by the action of an electric current.
Some peculiar things have been no­
ticed in regard to magnetism, among 
which are the following facts:
It has been observed that fire irons 
that have rested ip one position dur­
ing the summer months are often high­
ly magnetized, no doubt having been 
caused by the magnetism of the earth 
itself by.the process known as induc­
tion. Other iron articles that stay in 
one position and do not come in con­
tact with fire or other heat are often 
found in the same condition, such as 
iron bars to jail windows and iron 
railings in front of bouses.
The most peculiar observation made, 
however, was that the upper part of 
the steel tire of a carriage wheel at­
tracts the north, pole of a magnet, 
while the bottom part, or part in con­
tact with the earth, attracts the south 
pole. This is in the northern hemi­
sphere only and is fully in accord with 
the theory of induced magnetism. Of 
course in the southern hemisphere, 
where the earth is under the influence 
of the south magnetic pole, the condi­
tions are reversed.
A magnet dipped into boiling water 
loses a great part of its magnetism, 
which is miraculously restored to it on 
becoming cool again.
A sharp blow given to a magnet will 
cause it to lose its magnetism. Also 
the application of heat will have a 
like effect.
If a magnetic needle be placed over 
a rapidly revolving plate of copper, al­
though it be separated from It by a 
thick plate of glass, the needle will 
revolve in the same direction as the 
plate.—Exchange.
DOG K EN N EL IN  TW O SECTIONS.
healthier when they live in clean sur­
roundings, and it is important that 
their bedding should be aired and 
kept -clean. With the new kennel it 
is easy to open the top each day and 
let the sunlight and fresh air purify 
the straw upon which the animal 
sleeps a t night. People who have 
dogs for which they have real affec­
tion and who indulge these pets to 
a sometimes foolish degree seldom 
think of paying ordinary attention to 
hygienic laws which they accept as 
absolutely necessary in the case of
hnmATUL.
THE ELEPHANT IN BATTLE.
Most Docile Yet Courageous and Faith­
ful of Animals.
Of the docility of the elephant there 
is no need to multiply examples. It is 
said that in India native women some­
times when called away intrust their 
babies to the care of “the banded one,” 
confident that they will be safe and 
tenderly bandied.
But of all elephant stories surely the 
finest is that which tells how the 
standard bearing elephant of the Peisb- 
wa won a great victory for its Mab- 
ratta lord. At the moment when the 
elephant had been told to halt its ma­
hout was killed. The shock of battle 
closed around it, and the Mahratta 
forces were borne back, but still the 
elephant stood, and the standard which 
it carried still flew, so that the Peish- 
wa’s soldiers could not believe that 
they were iDdeed being overcome and, 
rallying, in their turn drove the enemy 
backward till the tide swept past the 
rooted elephant and left it towering 
colossal among the slain. The fight 
was over and won, and then they 
would have had the elephant move 
from the battlefield, but it waited still 
for the dead man’s voice.
For three days and nights it remain­
ed where it had been told to remain, 
and neither bribe nor threat would 
move it till they sent to the village on 
the Nerbudda, a hundred miles away, 
and fetched the mahout’s little son. a 
round eyed, lisping child, and then at 
last the hero of that victorious day. 
remembering how its master had often 
in brief absence delegated authority to 
the child, confessed its allegiance and 
with the shattered battle harness 
clanging at each stately stride swung 
slowly along the road behind the boy. 
—London Times.
A Little Crowded.
A backwoodsman went to New Tork 
city for the first time, says the Satur­
day Evening Post. He stopped at a 
Broadway hotel which was pretty well 
downtown. Next morning his nephew, 
who lives in New Tork. came to take 
him out and show him the sights. They 
walked down Broadway until they goi 
to Canal street. The backwoodsman 
stopped and contemplated the great 
congestion of traffic there, hundreds ol 
trucks going every way.
“Son,” he said to his nephew, “you 
have a nice city here, but it ’pears to 
me that your folks is a hull passel be­
hind in 'their haulin’.”
Must Suit All Tastes.
“My wife wonders why the papers 
waste so much space on mere news.” 
“What does she read?”
“Oh, she reads the weather probabil­
ities, the bargain probabilities, the 
marriage notices and the love story. 
But an item about a big battle or the 
fall of a dynasty looks piffling to her.” 
—Louisville Courier-Journal.
V A L U E S
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At Weitzenkorns’, “The Big Store”
We’ve always maintained a high standard of excellence in our Boys’ 
Clothing Department, but for the coming season our offerings exceed in 
style and quality anything we’ve ever shown. No other store in town 
sells such splendid clothes for so little money.
There’s cleverness in the cut, beauty in the patterns and distinction 
in their general appearance. An inspection will readily disclose their 
merits and convince you that it pays to get clothes for your boy that are 
“right” in every particular.
Read these prices—decide how much you want to spend—then come 
to us. We’ve the very clothes you want and we can meet your wants at 
your price.
At $2.50 and $2.98
We have an assortment of neat looking, good 




We’ve a very special Serge Suit value—extra 
good quality—made in double-breasted and Nor- 
An exceptional value for the j folk styles, with either straight or Knicker pants.
Equal to most $5.00 Suits.
Our $5 “ Dudley” Suit
WITH TWO PAIRS OF KNICKER PANTS 
Is by far the biggest clothing value to be had in 
town. . If you want to get your bdy a good look­
ing, good fitting and good wearing suit of boyish 
cut and style—this “ Dudley” Suit will meet your 
wants. They’re made of all-wool fabrics, splen­
didly tailored and finished.
Our $3.50 Dudley Suit
WITH TWO PAIRS OF KNICKER PANTS
And every one knows the wearing qualities of 
these suits. They’re built for service—without 
neglecting style—and will stand the hard knocks 
that all lusty boys give their clothes.
Young Men's Fashion Clothes for Fall are Here, $10 .00  to $25.00
WEITZENKORNS, - POTTSTOWN.
INCORPORATED MAY 13, 1871.
Perkiomen Valley Mutual File 
Insurance Company
OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY
Imres Aplnst Fire ani Storm.
Insurance In Force: $ 1 2 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 .
Office of the Company: '
COLLEGEVI LEE, PA. 
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary. 
H. tV. K KATZ. President, 
Norristown, Pa.
Animals He Had Met.
Little Harry was visiting in the coun­
try and while there became very much 
attached to his cousin’s pet dog. 
“Haven’t  you any animals at home?” 
be was asked.
“Oh. yes,” replied the little fellow. 
"We have roaches and flies."—Chicago 
News.
FARMERS,
Here is what you need.
There is no time like the 
present to assure yourself of 
good crops for the future, es- 
peciaUy as your prosperity is 
measured by the crops you pro­
duce.
There is only one way to as­
sure bounteous crops, and that 
is by using sufficient plant food. 
If your manurfe does not reach, 
you cannot afford to buy stable 
manure; it is too expensive. 
You should therefore use the 
best Animal Bone Fertilizer ob­
tainable.
Our goods are sold entirely 
on their own merits, and where 
once used, always used.
We guarantee the different 
grades to be in perfect mechani­
cal condition, and to produce 
results.
A fair trial will convince. 
Manufactured by J  ACOB 
TRINLEY, Linfield, Montgom­




J. K. CLEMMER A SON,
Spring Meant, Pa
FRANK BARNDT,




R. D. No. 3, Norristown, Pa.
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W E ’V E  S T I R R E D !
T H E  T O W N
W eitzenkorn’s Shoe Salj
Has set the Whole Town
Agog !
GOOD SHOES were never before priced so low and! 
never before sold so rapidly.
WE are determined to close out the stock we have on handl 
and our deeply cut prices on all our good shoes will tell you howl 
anxious we are to sell.
NOTE THE PRICES AND THEN ACT
$4 00  SHOES and OXFORDS :: $3.18
3.50 “ “  “ :: 2.70
3.00 ‘ ‘ “  “  :: 2.35
2.50 “ “  “ :: 1.85
2.00 “ “  “  :: 1.55
1.50 “ “  “ :: 1.30
Our Children’s and Boys’ Department is full of BIG]
BARGAINS in SHOES and SLIPPERS.
W E I T Z E N K O R N ’S , 141 H IG H  STREET! PO TT ST O W N .
POTTSTOWN’S LARGEST SHOE STORE. ^ 5
----- USE CULBERT’S -----
DIARRHOEA MIXTURE
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.
Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box. : Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.
FINK BOX PAPKE ALWAY8 ON HAND AT
»  C U L B E R T ’S  D R U G  S T O R E ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
C O LLEG EV ILLE
Marble and Granite Works,
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain 
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar­
anteed. Kstimates furnished.
Main St. Collegeville.
The INDEPENDENT is a first-class advert^ 
ing medium in the middle section of MontgotfieI' 
county. If you have anything to sell—no 
whatn-it w ill pay you to advertise in this pap *̂
